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About Marieke
Marieke is spiritual teacher, healer and leader. She is expert in educa-
tion and upbringing, (inner) leadership, self-love and giftedness. After a 
fulfilling career in mentoring children, teachers, parents and educational 
executives, she found her way to an inner wisdom, wealth and connection 
with all kinds of Light Beings and Cosmic Information, that had so far had 
been hidden.

Marieke’s Team
With discovering that she could speak The Language of Light and her 
starting to work intensively with it, there was no turning back: she 
remembered who she really was and what she came to do here, on earth. 
She works closely with her team that has a solid core of Light Beings, 
including Archangel Michael, Mary Magdalene, Jesus, Lord Ashtar, Saint 
Germain, Merlin and Galexis (also a group). Galexis calls this team 
‘the Marieke team’. In different phases the Marieke team expands and 
changes and ‘project leaders’ and participants come in, such as Archangel 
Raphael, The Dragons, The Dolphins, The Azez and many more.

Her conversations with her team provide a lot of knowledge, clarity and 
insights and they entail moving and wonderful information about freedom 
and self-love. She shares some of it, which you can find on her website, in 
her blog. Additionally, Marieke has access to an immeasurable love, wisdom 
and experience from her Cosmic Being Self: AnRa.

Freedom and self-love: inseparable
She uses all of this to help people free themselves from beliefs, patterns 
and structures that keep them from experiencing themselves as who they 
really are: Powerful Divine Reality Creators. The way to that freedom is 
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the way of complete self-love and Marieke provides with her first book, 40 
Days of Love for Yourself (only available in Dutch for now), in addition to 
knowledge, insights and inspiration, also helpful and practical tools to be 
able to continuously choose and move forward in this.

Balance Male - Female
She and her team have also taken on a number of more extensive and 
more encompassing missions. One of these was to restore the balance 
between Male-Female, necessary for Humanity to grow further into and 
towards Crystal Vibration. Together with her team and a group of 11 
women, the 7 veils that were covering Divine Female in the Human 
Consciousness Field were lifted, during an intensive process of 7 months: 
Unveiling the Goddess within (2017). This huge stride in the restoring of 
this balance also paved the way for AnRa to return to and through Earth. 
Her protective, healing and loving energy has changed the Earth in 
frequency and made it possible, as agreed, for the Light Beings that were 
lined up to come to Earth and work more intensively with Humanity.

Unlocking your Divinity
Marieke then worked with 13 others on the next step in this process: 
bringing 7 keys to earth, and applying these 7 keys to unlock the divinity of 
the human being. Part of his process, Working with Elohim | 7 Keys to 
Unlock your Divinity (2018) was planting the seeds of these 7 Keys within 
The Womb of the Goddess, in England. 

The Dreamer Awakens
Then, in 2019, the last phase in this process took place: A group of 9 
dreamers travelled far and wide and did wonderful work that resulted in 
The Frequency of One-ness to be born onto earth. A grid that holds this 
frequency now surrounds Earth and thus we moved, on 12-12-2019, out 
of the Era of Powerlessness and Power abuse, based on Guilt, Shame and 
Judgment, and into the Era of Re-Merging back into One-ness, with at 
it’s golden core Love, Freedom, Safety and Power. The threads of which 
weave the fabric of our reality, now and to come. 



The New Era of Re-Merging back into One-ness
There isn’t a single person on Planet Earth who has not been affected. 
2020 was the first year in this New Era and for every single person Guilt, 
Shame and Judgment, Powerlessness and Power abuse, along with all 
they entail, all the patterns and structures within the whole of your 
multi-dimensional self, have been shaken loose and stirred up and have 
come to the surface in a way and scale never experienced before.

The Diamond Codes - The Dragon Wave
After that Marieke and her team assisted in The Diamond Codes to be 
born onto the planet. With a group of over 60 people, who chose to do 
this before they were born, before they came here, as part of their plan. 
Again, a Soul’s Choice. They remembered how to do it and they 
remembered their Language of Light and used it and it went faster than 
imagined, more effectively than planned. It took Three Waves (the last of 
which was The Dragon Wave) and within this process on 27-07-2020 The 
Full Range of Possibilities was lifted. This happened when a small group 
of Diamond Coders went to England, to The Womb of the Goddess, this 
structure on the planet again playing a significant role. An important event 
with immeasurable consequences.

The Giant Arises
And now, in 2021, The Giant Arises - Within you. This ebook is about the 
way there and everything it entails. Read it with an open mind. There are 
issues that may be way out of your comfort zone - at least they were for 
me. But reading this book also opens up a new reality for you. A bigger, 
more real one. A reality that - maybe - does you more justice and allows 
you to remember - more. That allows you to Rise, from Within.

Would you like to know more about this, how it unfolded and all it entailed?  

Then look for the ebooks about what happened from 2017 - 2020, on 

www.mariekezwinkels.com/boeken (available only in Dutch - for now). 

Or simply read on first, for the (very) brief summary of what came before this.
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The Diamond Codes

On 12-12-2020 something happened, that I never saw coming. It was the 
last part of a sequence of highly powered and impactful events in December 
of that year and in hindsight I can truly say: of course. But I can also truly 
say: it blew my mind. And that is saying much, in my case, because I have 
come to trust and count on strange, powerful, impactful events happen-
ing in my life. But before I can tell you about this, I will have to tell you 
about what happened before 12-12-2020. Because like a line of domino 
stones, one event lead to another and another and another and so forth. 
To start with, there was that amazing thing that happened on 12-12-2019.

Re-Merging back into Oneness
During The Dreamer Awakens it became clear that everything that we 
had been working on for the last couple of years was all connected, and 
all part of what was named Re-Merging back into One-ness. And we knew 
we were doing strange and wonderful things, like travelling through time/
space, shifting dimensions, and visiting many of our long lost friends and 
family in places we never actively thought we would go to, like Sirius and 
Lord Ashtar’s Lightship and visiting The Army of Light. 

Sometimes we were laughing so hard with the absurdity of it all, the in-
comprehensible reality of it, and yet, and yet, we all felt it was exactly right, 
exactly true. During the 7 Live Days, when we undertook 7 travels, we ate 
a lot of potato crisps (since we were convinced it would keep us grounded), 
we had incredible adventures and we were progressively grateful for all 
we were going through. We had a lot of fun, and we had a lot of deep and 
profound personal transformational shifts. Another person who played 
a role was Doug. He was with us every meeting, not in real life but very 

present none the less. In the ebook ‘Re-Merging back into One-ness - The 
Summer of 2019’ it is extensively described how he and I met, and how 
we took on this new mission of Re-Merging back into One-ness, together.

Kirsten and Esther came into play as well, both points of the triangle, with 
Doug and me together, our one heart, as the third, through which The 
Frequency of One-ness would be born.

This group was bound to play a role in all that was to come next, too, 
though we didn’t know it then, yet.

On 12-12-2019, as a result of all that had happened and all that we had 
been through, The Frequency of One-ness was born onto the planet. It 
then extended outwards and formed a grid around the planet where it 
solidified and holds the frequency still.

‘The full moon on this 12/12 portal day is a very special time, not only energetically, but also 

because for many, on the 12th of December 2012 our planet moved into a higher vibra-

tional signature. So it’s a celebration of the anniversary of what we call “The New Earth” 

As these 12/12 gates open wide now, it provides humanity with brand new levels of embodi-

ment and we can witness the effects of it in ourselves and in our collective consciousness. 

These gateways are stimulating the pineal gland and heart area, as the incoming light is from 

the diamond~crystalline~rainbow realms and visions, revealing new cosmic star~gate 

connections.’

Meanwhile on Facebook everyone was talking about it, 
remember? A huge change in the year 2020! 
Who would have thought...
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‘Well here we go into December, and the Energies will knock your socks off!

We have a very powerful 12/12/12 Alignment and Portal on the 12th of December 2019, 
which reduces to a 3/3/3 and adds up to a 9.

To add to the mix, the Sun is in the 13th sign of Ophiuchus, which is the sign of the Healer, 
so we can expect more powerful Energies to be moving through. (If you follow 12 sign 
astrology then it is Sagittarius, which also packs quite a powerful punch!)’

All those 3 and 9 numbers indicate a focus on the Earth, the Divine Feminine and 
Abundance.

The Planet is gearing up for the 2020 NEW Beginning.’

I get goose bumps just from reading this again. In hindsight, it all makes 
so much sense. Thank God for ignorant bliss. If we had known all that was 
yet to come, it would have been too much, surely.

Not long after, ‘The Diamond Codes’ was whispered into 
my ears. I knew it would come. I knew it would come in it’s 
own time. And I knew it would be big.

My Diamond Buddy
But it wasn’t easy. For the information to come through, to be able to 
come through, I went through training. Downloads, messages, 
circumstances, intense clearings of my mental body, my fysical body, my 
emotional body. Not much fun. Not much light. Not much happiness. And 
so, so many people resonated with this. Talked about the same sort of 
experiences. The drag of it. The darkness of it. The tiredness that came 
with it. My Diamond Buddy came to me and things lightened up - a bit. I 

felt so much power, so much strength, so much love, coming from it. And I 
was being reassured, all the time. Which was good. because quite frankly, 
I was ready to give it all up more than once, during this time of waiting for 
the information about The Diamond Codes to come through. 

The Barrier of Disbelief
But they couldn’t. Because as we found out, there was a little barrier, in 
my brain. A barrier of disbelief. A dark, black thing that made me sick and 
nauseous whenever I tried to even look at it. That made my head split 
and my brain melt away into nothingness. Oblivion. A barrier that would 
prevent me from remembering, from knowing, from expanding. And so I 
asked Doug to help me get rid of it. I told him: I can’t do it. I can’t look at 
it. This is meant to be for you to take care of. He could see it and work on 
it and then, after a long time, it was gone. Light flooded my brain. I cried 
with relief. And when I posted about it, it turned out, many people had 
gone through similar stuff. Many recognized my story. Many people had 
resonated with this breaking of the Barrier of Disbelief. And many had 
freed themselves. And so, we were ready.

Focal Point
The last piece of the puzzle... Doug came to The Netherlands. And while 
he was here, our hearts merged into our One Heart. My team had already 
shown me by then how, when we come together, physically, our heart 
becomes a Focal Point for the energy they had been building and building 
and building. The last day before departure we were directed to go to a 
special place in the woods near where I live. That’s where it would happen. 
They said: ‘There we will let the energy that we have been building for 
months come through. Through and out your One Heart. The Focal Point 
through which we can send the energies.’
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After, I wrote this about what happened:

Everything is new
Before I continue, let me just quickly say: from just before 12-12-2019 on-
wards, everything is new. We were told that the events leading up to that 
event were, in fact, the fifth time we tried. I never heard of that before, but 
the Team said its quite normal. Failing is part of learning, they winked at 
me. And it made so much sense: everything before always felt like remem-

bering, but from a certain point onwards, I never knew what would happen. 
Everything would be new. That makes it very, very important for me, too, to 
trust the plan and relax into the process, something I really had to learn. 
I had gotten so used to this sense of remembering, of just knowing what to 

do, where to go, that I had to find a new way to work with my Team. There’s 
more about this in the Diamond Codes ebook and it applies to this, too..

I stand there and just feel. What tremendous power. I turn around. Doug stands next to 
me. Then behind me. He puts his arms around me. I feel our heart. the air is still and quiet. 
Dead quiet. I start to speak the Language of Light. I feel like I am calling on something. First 
whispering, then louder. I have goose bumps all over, feel so much happening. 

And suddenly, in response to my speaking, the wind comes.

It slowly swells. It starts with a murmur, but instead of being just a gust and then 
stopping it gets louder, and louder, louder and louder. Until it is almost deafening. It flows 
in us, through us. That tsunami of energy that has been built up flows and flows and flows. 
We cling to each other, can’t say anything, just let it happen. Amazing! I didn’t realize it 
would be sooo literal! Slowly it ebbs away, the atmosphere changes and everything returns 
to normal.

Doug says dryly, Well, that was a clear answer to your call. We laugh. OMG! that was entirely 
not normal. Did you feel how warm it was? Doug asks. Yes! We walk back and I am very sat-
isfied. We did it. Of course. I wonder if I ever get to the point where I have no doubts, right 
next to my absolute certainty.

Los Angeles
The day after, Doug returns home with his own Diamond Buddy that he 
got just before we went into the woods - again no coincidence, of course. 
And I’m going to Schiphol and fly to LA. Astrid is already there, we knew 
we had to go, together, but had no idea why. My first - and only - night 
there I worked so, so hard. I saw myself standing at the Hollywood Sign, 
pouring my Language of Light all over the valley. And when I woke up at 
half past one, Astrid was awake, too. I knew it, before I saw her. I could feel 
it. I told her about The Golden Core that I had seen in the chaos, and how 
they showed me how to anchor in it. I said I’ll be doing a LIVE soon about 
this and Astrid said You’d better hurry. It is needed. We decided to our 
Live one on the spot, from my bed. We were both shaking. God, so much 
was happening.

It was beautiful, and powerful, and afterwards I realized that it was 
really really meant to be. Right there. Especially in LA. The lion’s den. By 
that time I also understood why my Diamond Buddy was not allowed to 
come along. I had to leave him at home and understood now that other-
wise he would be ‘in danger’. I was not allowed to take any chances. He 
had remained ‘under the protection of Aster’ all this time.

And then, a few days later (oh my, how fast it all happened!), it just came 
in, streams of information and images. It became clear how all of it was 
part of a huge plan. An intricate plan, my team said. Haha. Indeed. So 
many people involved. So many different layers. Humanity rocks, big time.

And also: Ahhhh the Barrier of Disbelief! That’s why it had to go! Because 
the people who were going to do this simply couldn’t be hindered by that 
anymore! So many pieces of the puzzle. Connecting the dots. 
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You’ve known for a while, maybe. Some-
thing is about to happen. Something big, 
something important, something you, too, 
came for.

You’ve been feeling it for a while, maybe. 
I have a role, I am part of something, I 
participate in something.

Tears come to my eyes and my heart 
almost explodes when I see what’s 
happening. Yes, it’s time to rise, for many.

The Diamond Codes are coming. I’ve been 
waiting for it for a while, kept getting no 
info. Which days do I have to reserve at 
my favourite location?  When do we start? 
How many people will participate?

Normally I get a quick answer to all my 
questions. Now they went unanswered. 
‘We’re working on it. We are not sure yet. 
We’re with many. It’s an intricate plan.’

Now, everything starts to fall into place. 
From suddenly going to Los Angeles, to 
Astrid’s group ‘De Hele Olifant’, to being 
advised to keep Zoom operational (‘You’re 
going to need it Marieke.’) To the month 
of March, which has been in my head for a 
long time.

My team says: There are people who think, 
that it’s not possible, that I would partici-
pate (because I am not there yet).
There are people who think, me and the

Language of Light, no, I don’t dare (but 
secretly I want to). There are people who 
think, I recognize it, I feel it, but me, myself,  
being a part of it, no, that is not possible, 
is it? (But actually something inside knows 
about it). There are people who secretly 
sometimes practice when no one is listen-
ing or watching. And there are those who 
already know.

Doug texted me yesterday: So many 
people have been waking and afraid to 
say so.

All these people, hear the call. This is not 
the time to let your self-doubt, insecurity 
or shame take the wheel. Now is the time 
to look at it lovingly, hug it, and say, I’ve got 
this. I was born for this.

The Number 5, Dolphins, Archangel 
Michael, Saint Germain, Archangel 
Raphael, Galexis, Merlin, Lord Ashtar, The 
Lords of Light, The Crystal Beings. Do they 
resonate? Do you always see images of 
them, do you recognize them, does it keep 
coming back? Dear person, we are part 
of a very large team, bigger than you can 
imagine. And we’ve been working towards 
this for a long time, longer than you can 
imagine.

What if now is the moment you dream of?

Do you dare?

After this post here on the left things took flight. I wrote the ebook, I gave 
the webinars and people came, from all over the country, and beyond. 
They felt it, in their bones. They had prepared. They had been waiting. 
They had been remembering. And they were ready. And before I knew it, 
we had a full group. More, even. 

Soon enough I was told: 
The Second Wave is coming. There will be a Second Wave so soon?? Yes, 
dear Marieke. Five Codes, Three Waves. There will be Three Waves?? Yes, 
dear Marieke. This is what Archangel Raphael (he was ‘project leader’ for 
TDC) told me:

‘You can go ahead! The first wave will clear the path and do as planned and agreed 

upon, this second wave will take it further, even beyond our initial plan. And so, things 

are indeed going even better than anticipated. We are gaining momentum and the 

power this wave will have brings us right into the grid of Empowerment, Love, Safety/

Trust and Freedom. It is time to dream big, it is time to dream bigger. We are one.’

And they let me know this: 

‘It has been the plan all along, but it just wasn’t clear yet whether it would all work out 

at once, in one go. The First Wave will pave the way for The Second Wave. And The 

Second Wave will pave the way for The Third Wave. And it is almost impossible to turn 

it back. We are moving faster than expected. We are doing better than expected. We 

are just ready for it!’
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Three-year jump
And they let it be known that by the incredible power, love and tenacity 
of all that were involved we had skipped three years. I was shown during 
the night that followed what those three years would have been like. It 
wasn’t anything good. It was desperation and darkness and hopelessness 
and powerlessness. It was tiring and emotionally draining. And it would 
have been necessary, were it not for the huge strides we were taking. 
We played our parts so, so well. And not just the participants. All over the 
world people were remembering. People were stepping up to the plate. 
People were choosing. Love. Freedom. Safety. Power. And so, even before 
the First Wave was finished, we brought about The Second Wave. The first 
to allow the codes to be born onto the planet and anchor them deeply in 
to Earth, the second to spread them far and wide, to integrate, and weave 
them into our reality. Every molecule, saturated. 

But first, let me tell you about The First Wave.

The First Wave

Before we started, I had no idea, really. It was all so alien to me, so new. 
My team communicated in a way that I had never experienced before - 
during The Dreamer Awakens we had merged and now I was just tapped 
in, all the time. But what I did have, was trust. And I felt safe. I felt entirely 
confident that my team would never let me down, that I would do exactly 
what was needed. That I would know what to do in the moment. And I did.

The purpose of The Diamond Codes
Many people asked, but the answer was multi-facetted. It was hard to 

explain, but very easy to feel. They would be integrated throughout the 
Human Consciousness Field. They would be freely, unavoidably available 
to all. And they would change everything. Making things easier. More fluid. 
They would help shed the remnants of the Era of Powerlessness and 
Power abuse. They would help to let go of Guilt, Shame and Judgment. 
They would help to remember. Help to connect. And help expand. There 
would be so much more possible, with the codes here. But most of all, the 
Diamond Codes, being here, on the planet, was a very logical and 
unavoidable next step in the process of Re-Merging back into One-ness. 
Of that, I was more certain than anything. It was like I remembered plan-
ning this, remembered agreeing to this. This was part of the plan. And I 
trusted the plan.

Five sets of Codes
There would be five sets of Codes coming in. And so, we had five online 
meetings on Zoom. During the first meeting, it became clear that my 
Diamond Buddy wasn’t just for me: this beautiful, powerful, immensely 
strong crystal was going to be the conductor, safeguard and keeper for all 
five sets Diamond Codes. We saw it was multi-dimensional, and existed as a 
giant version of itself deep into Earth, simultaneously with being here, with 
me. We found a cave of some sorts, or a space. This is where it all would 
take place. And then, in they came.

The First Codes - Belief - 30th of March 2020
The first codes that came in were the codes of Belief. It was truly amazing 
how easy, how guided, how unstoppable it went. We had so much help. 
We were so loved. Supported. And soon enough I was shown how to 
allow the codes to be born, through us, how to direct them into the 
Diamond Buddy, huge in the centre of this space. My Diamond Buddy that 
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had been ‘disguised’ as a crystal the size of my fist sat there now, big as a 
building, receiving the Codes from us, holding the space for them, 
anchoring them into earth. Keeping them. I could see them swimming 
there, inside of it. They looked like tiny little numbers ‘5’. I was shown how 
to then turn around and receive them back, in the back of our hearts, and 
spread them out through our reality out the front, with our Language of 
Light. I saw it all, and others saw it with me.

And they told us that these codes, The Codes of Belief, were what was 
needed, first. Because this, the belief in yourself as a Powerful Reality 
Creator, is the foundation on which to build. And a direct consequence of 
moving out of the Era of Powerlessness and Power abuse. So simple, so 
logical. How else can you weave your new reality from the strands of Love, 
Freedom, Safety and Power if you don’t believe you can, first? 

With truly stepping into Belief in yourself, and all it entails, 
with the total and utter embrace of you and all you are, 
there is no more need for Powerlessness, no more need 
for Power abuse.

Of course, as ever, the coming of these codes brought about a lot of 
processing. It brought up many hidden layers and issues, much darkness 
and denseness from within came into light. Deep feelings of being 
unworthy, of being nothing. Of being stupid, behind, slow. Feelings of 
hopelessness - I will never ever be able to change this, to make it better. I 
will never achieve what I came to do. I will never be capable of being free. 
They will always suppress me. I will always be too powerless and small too 
change anything for real. And of course, as ever, we all saw it reflecting 
back at us in our reality. 

The Second Codes - Play - 5th of April 2020
Right at the end when I was writing the email with replay link for the First 
Codes, I heard: The Dolphins are coming. The hairs in my neck stood on 
end and I had chills all over. I put a casual line mentioning it at the end 
of the email and minutes after sending it my inbox and chat exploded. 
Peopled had known, they had seen it, felt it, heard it. The Dolphins are 
coming. And Facebook exploded too, with images, videos, stories about 
Dolphins being seen, Dolphins returning to certain waters, all over the 
world. Remember? It was magical. 

The meeting was amazing because The Dolphins were so literally ‘in our 
space’, actually swimming and tumbling through our space. They played 
with us. Many of the participants met long lost friends. Many were given 
personal experiences and messages that were life changing. And the 
codes looked like tiny little five pointed stars. They explained how with the 
acceptance of yourself as a Powerful Reality Creator, the Belief in yourself, 
the only way to grow would be by Play. Because Play is what happens 
when there is no space for Guilt, Shame and Judgment. Is is the simple 
experimenting and trying out of all that is new. It is expansion within itself. 
It is vital for a life based on Love, Freedom, Safety and Power.

There were five very formal types of Dolphin Beings, white and black, 
emissaries of the Dolphin Council, coming in from Sirius B, and they spoke 
to me, a lot. They came in during the night and taught me many things. 
They were in charge of the Dolphin Codes of Play to be brought to Earth 
and they took it very seriously. They love Human Beings. They love Earth. 
And they were seen, out there. They were even being posted about, on 
Facebook, during that time.
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And then they warned me about the emergence of Powerless Rage 
because of these codes. The unveiling of it. Rage about being here on 
Earth, about being abandoned, about standing alone. Rage towards the 
Male, towards God and towards basically everything and everyone.

Yep. That happened. Participants were feeling it, clawing it’s way to the 
surface. It poured out, it blasted through carefully kept walls, it was un-
stoppable. But it also passed. It was emptied out. It was freed. And in our 
Facebook Group people shared their stories. 

One of the participants said:

‘The day after the second codes.

So much tension yesterday, headache, sore shoulders. Marieke’s comment that we 

are not on earth to help, but for ourselves and to have fun, made a difference, my 

whole life consisted of caring for and worrying when we had to let go there is anger 

and also resistance.’

And another wrote:

‘Breaking the chains

‘I have to save others and I have to help others. If I don’t, it won’t work out and I’m not 

safe’ These were my unconscious thoughts as a young girl: ‘If I don’t save my mother, 

I won’t survive.’ Nowadays I no longer only have this with my mother, but also with my 

children, (ex) partner, family members, friends, clients. Preferably all of humanity. If I 

work hard, do my best, think in solutions, keep everything under control, think ahead 

and plan ... then I can prevent myself from hurting people, abandoning them, causing 

them pain. Then I can save a lot of people. Then I am the safest. Then I belong and I get 

appreciation and recognition.

Life has become such a serious business ...

In recent years I have done my work in healing inner parts of me. I retired the inner 

slave driver, gave the good girl something else to do. I feel more free and more relaxed.

And then the Diamond codes come with the dolphins and with Play. The comment: ‘Let 

your language of light flow easily. You don’t have to save yourself, you don’t have to save 

others. You don’t have to save the earth’ hits me hard.

It re-triggers the saviour layer in me with old beliefs and behaviours, in which I have to 

heal and help others. On a deeper level. Because underneath much of what I did and 

thought, there is still this responsibility, the sense of duty, the saviour energy.

I can see a layer around my joy. I get an idea of   how I started to save. Instead of relax-

ing, I think about relaxing and then I do it. Instead of letting go. I remember that I have 

to let go and I do that. I realize that I hoped to learn the language of light to save and 

help others even better. To finally be able to do it properly.

My inner world is in devastation. Fortunately, I can observe it lovingly. I alternately feel 

powerless, angry, I am scared. All parts that are actively involved rage and rant. With the 

command to hold on to saving others. That is your right to exist. That’s why you’re here. 

You have already come this far.

And now? Maybe I should work with those inner parts more. Transforming thought 

structures, doing an anger meditation, healing inner parts. But that doesn’t make me 

happy.

Then it becomes quiet. I hear whispers and follow the sound of a small voice. I arrive at 

an inner layer of lightness, of peace, of infinite love. I am back in the room in my heart. 

Filled with lightness. It feels good here.

I know with an inner certainty that it is possible to invite joy into my life. The energy of 

play is in me, everything is already there. I see myself in a future, with a lot of light, play-

ing, having fun. It doesn’t feel finished yet. It doesn’t feel healed yet. 

But what if I just leave it at that ... ‘
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In the mean time, The Second Way was already on it’s way. People that 
were in there (and some were in both waves) resonated strongly with 
what was happening in The First Wave Group. And so they, also, shared 
their stories and experiences with Dolphins coming to visit and Power-
less Rage coming up. The frustration of not feeling free to Play. And their 
movement towards it. They felt they were being prepared.

The Third Codes - Truth - 11th of April 2020
Then Truth came in, in multicolor. In rainbows of light. All shades, all 
nuances. And oh boy, was it resonating throughout our reality. Numerous 
revelations took place in that particular week. After the meeting, I wrote this 
to the participants:

Truth. I don’t know about you, but I’ve slept like a log, woke up a few times and have an 

energetic hangover from here to Tokyo.

The team told us: what you have been doing for the past three to four weeks is what 

you normally do in LIVES.

Well, I can feel that. Tears come to my eyes as I type this. It’s really a lot, dear ones, 

what we do. And so, so very much synchronized with this huge elaborate plan. 

Speaking of ‘belonging’ ...

I have never felt so much a part of something so magically beautiful and grand. 

Belonging is no longer a question. It IS.

It’s also amazing, how the three most important issues: Safety (child), Belonging (ado-

lescent), Appreciation and Recognition (young adult) are steadily being pointed out.

I feel it completely through me, everything that was said yesterday was so loving and 

beautiful, and at the same time without any drama.

These codes were on the one hand hard to swallow, yet on the other 
hand oh so welcome. Hard to swallow because a lot of Truth that was 
being unveiled was, as ever, inside. With the fear to be rejected, to be cast 
out, to be ignored, to be ridiculed, this fear to ‘not belong’ mostly palpable. 

And we all saw it happen. Those were the days when you were immedi-
ately called crazy, a conspiracy theorist, a loonie, when your Truth was 
spoken. It became painfully visible how much there was unsaid, and pain-
fully visible why.

But welcome, too, because so much that had been hidden saw the light. 
Literally every day you would read about things that before would remain 
hidden. And also: you could see how people started to not-care. To speak, 
no matter what. And to decide to be no longer silent.

Weeks later the information was given by my team: 

The Pillars of Truth are now resurrected on the planet. Everyone who wants to know, 

is able to find Truth. Those of you that are The Unveilers of Truth, Truthfinders, your 

task is done. If you wish, you are now free to move onwards, and integrate 

The Diamond Codes of Hope.

This was a while after those came in: the fourth set, the Codes of Hope.
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But first it is important to mention: this Third meeting of The First Wave, it 
really was a milestone. There was no going back. We already made it. The 
Second Wave was happening, starting right after The Third Codes. I felt so 
happy, so satisfied. And the team was literally singing our praise. We had 
done great. I will talk about The Second Wave more later, so as to make 
things not too complicated.

So let me get back to the last two sets that were part of The First Wave, 
for now.

The Fourth Codes - Hope - 19th of April 2020
And before Hope, came fire. Fire was used to burn off any lingering 
resentment, anger, this was a clearing I have never, ever, not before nor 
after, experienced.

They told me, quite intensely:

‘Burning the dregs of anger and resentment, widening the pathways to receive, 

connecting to true inner motivation and passion. Free to dream your new world. 

This is HOPE’

There was so much fire. So so much fire. Throughout our mental body, 
our emotional body, our fysical body. Throughout our entire system, all of 
our structures, patterns, dimensions. Inside of us, surrounding us. Breath-
ing, breathing, faster and faster, the fire stoked up untill it was white and 
hot and all consuming and nothing could withstand it. 

And the people in the Second Wave were resonating like mad. They had 
been hot. They had been thirsty. They hadn’t known what was happening 
to them. 

The Codes of Hope came with music. I saw angels with long, white flute-
like instruments. I asked the group: does anyone know them? They were 
Serafins. An angelic choir. Some of the group saw them. Some knew them. 
Some were one with them, one of them. Some sang with them.

It was beautiful. So so beautiful. The music flowed into our hearts, carrying 
the Codes of Hope, and we brought them home, these notes, this music, 
this energy that lifted our eyes up, and up, towards a better, brighter, 
more aligned future. Because that was, what was said. These codes had 
nothing to do with hope as in: I hope someone will come save me. I hope 
things will get better. This was Hope, on an entirely different scale. This 
was the true meaning of hope: the power to lift you eyes to the horizon 
and choose a future that fits you. It was about tapping into your True 
Motivation and Passion. And about expanding and growth. 

Now look, here, what I found about Serafins, 
when I googled it:

How incredibly fitting, to what had happened 
with the fire and what they told us about the 
true meaning of Hope. And guess what Serafins 
are called... Nothing other than The Fiery Ones. 
From all that happened, this is one of the things 
that will always stay with me.
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The Fifth Codes - Forgiveness - 26th of April 2020
And then it was time for the Grand Finale. A very ‘old’ friend was there, im-
mediately, to take the lead: Jesus. This was, kind of, ‘his thing’, he said.
On this day, we would be finishing something he started, a long long time 
ago. That is, looked at from a certain point of view, of course. But in any 
case, he was there, and he was pleased and happy and the energy during 
the entire meeting was amazing. All the beings that had helped us 
during the five sessions were there. And there was a lot of interest for 
what we were doing: thousands of spectators joined us, ready to party 
with us afterwards.

I posted this in the Facebook Group:

Yesterday’s codes came as a surprise: a different, multidimensional meaning of for-
giveness. A completely different level. From spectator, to everything within yourself, a 
completely different perspective.
Owning all that is.
I wrote this to the First Wavers today:
The first thing my team told me this morning was: You have no idea yet what you have 
done. My surprise was really big yesterday. Because the act of self-love, forgiveness, 
took on a whole different much, much bigger dimension. Forgiveness as we allowed it 
to be born yesterday goes beyond looking at something and forgiving it. It was a total 
reclaiming of your power. Total responsibility. Total recognition and inclusion. Not so 
much watching and feeling love (although that was also tangible for some) but every-
thing really completely INSIDE of you. And then everything just IS. We are God. That 
idea, that knowing, was always there, but yesterday it was taken much further into our 
experience. With the shift from ‘regarding something and to decide whether or not to 
think about it, to feel something about it or not, to condemn something or not, whether 
or not to forgive’, to actually and effectively putting it inside of yourself, something 
shifted in the position we ourselves take in creation.
Jesus was very much there. As if it was a bit “his thing”, started so long ago and now 
completed. Completed, not ended, he said.
I am curious about how you resonate!

I can’t really remember what these codes looked like. I think there was 
just white, bright light. But I do know this: it took me about three days to 
recover. Because it was almost upsetting to me, this much responsibility, 
the total acceptance of all I had created, total ownership of everything, 
absolutely everything, my reality entails.

I stood there for a moment, a fragment of a second, and I 
experienced EVERYTHING inside of me

I reeled back from it. And I was speechless. Could feel my brain trying to 
grasp it. Trying to accept it. Trying to expand so that I could hold it. And at 
the same time, I knew, it was only the beginning.

The Second Wave

The First Codes - Belief - 14th of April 2020
It is important to mention that the sessions were so completely different 
during The Second Wave. And in this chapter I will simply mention that 
which was extraordinary, the things that stood out. For the First Codes, 
that was this: Nature came in.

It was incredible. Tree Beings, Fairies, Gnomes, all animals that walk the 
Earth, all the birds, the bees, the butterflies and the mosquitos. So many 
mosquitos. All creatures that live in the water. Water itself. The diggers, 
the ones that live inside of Earth, worms and caterpillars and ants and 
rodents. Air, Fire, Earth. And trees. All the trees all over the world, linking 
their incredible root system and sending the First set of Codes through. 
Everyone helped. One cause. It was very, very moving.
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And afterward, participants were seeing ‘Nature’, everywhere, all the time. 
And they had amazing experiences with nature, all the time.

This was posted this in the Facebook Group:

‘What a wonderful adventure this is! 

There is no great story to tell yet after receiving the first code because it really all has to 
gain momentum for me, that’s how it actually always works. But I would like to tell you 
what I have experienced.

I really enjoyed the contact with the air beings: the butterflies were in my hair, beautiful 
unearthly blue birds on my shoulders, a hummingbird kissed my lips and dragonflies and 
bumblebees happily flew around. These are my animals. Now that I tell it like this, tears 
come to my eyes again, for the amount of love I feel for them.

I felt the codes coming in but when I wanted to speak the Language of Light I was not 
sure what to do. My head was too much in it. I made a noise but it didn’t feel like mine. To 
be honest, I was quite disappointed: ‘Do I really have nothing better than this’ This feeling 
lasted until the next morning (after a night full of dreams) and then I was able to make 
the shift again to trust and patience: it will come.

The great thing is that I do feel the LOL in my heart. It’s bubbling in spheres, bright white 
light, glitter and stars. It all wants to come out but I’m not sure how yet. And that’s totally 
okay. It will show itself in all its splendour in the near future.’

The Second Codes - Play - 21th of April 2020

It was actually getting quite funny, with all 
the Dolphins showing up everywhere. Post 
with titles like ‘The Cetacean Response to 
Corona Lockdown ‘ were popping up left 
and right. And like I said, the Emissaries of 
the Dolphin Council were showing them-
selves: 5 rare Dolphins were spotted and 
photographed in the Magallannes.

And here is a post of someone who was also in The First 

Wave, reconnecting this day to The Dolphins and 

getting deeper into it:

WoW how wonderful to reconnect with the dolphins. I felt so awake during the replay. 
Watched it in bits.
The colours in the large Diamond became wisps that burst into glitter when they 
touched each other. Later I saw coloured dolphins swimming in the big Diamond.
At the second time into the replay, I feel so much joy in my heart.
[...]I do have humour. And for me play is the lightness of moving through life from joy. 
Do what I feel like. Do what makes me happy.
I am now looking at how I do work things. I want to contribute to my global mission. Not 
from hard work and I have to contribute otherwise I have no right to exist. But from 
lightness and love. Doing my things from pure joy because my heart, my head is over-
flowing.
And I shoot back quickly in I have to earn it. First something ready and then joy ... I still 
have a lot to do. This way I balance and find my way to joy more and more easily.
I look forward to being there live tonight.
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The Third Codes - Truth - 28th of April 2020
This time, with these codes, The Army of Light was there with us. And it 
was pretty amazing! I love The Army of Light and with The Dreamers we 
have not only visited them but joined them and eventually invited them 
onto the planet, for a very specific mission. But more about that in the 
Ebook The Diamond Codes in the chapter that tells this story, on page 16 
should you be interested.

There were also Ent-like beings, huge Tree Beings participating in very 
decisively spreading Truth.

The Army of Light directed us to for a certain pattern. They were a part of 
it themselves, too. And the Ents. It was a geometrical pattern that served 
as amplifier, sending out the Codes of Truth in waves, on and on it went, 
throughout our reality. People experienced the pattern as Crop circle-like, 
with dots and swirls, or like a Mandala, and some saw a pointed star in the 
centre. Everyone experienced it slightly different, yet everyone recognized 
the immense power that it generated. 

This was experienced and posted:

In the past week I was ‘presented’ one situation after another in which I could speak 

my own truth. Or rather: I had to speak up! My Truth presented itself so powerfully 

that I could not ignore it, but also did not want to.

That resulted in some pretty exciting conversations. With my brother-in-law, a friend, a 

sister, another friend. But: delicious! All the extra living space that becomes available! 

And the feeling of playing in relationship with those contacts! The liveliness!

It’s great that this second wave evokes completely new experiences than the first 

wave, which I was also part of.

The Fourth Codes - Hope - 5th of May 2020
On the fifth of May (5-5-2020), what a magical number, we spread the 
Codes of Hope. Remember the Serafins? And what HOPE really is?

This is what I posted about it:

How appropriate...

The Diamond Codes of HOPE are coming

Angel Number 55 is a message from your angels that it is time to let go of the ‘old’ that 

is no longer positively serving you, and get ready for big changes to take place in your 

life. Release old doubts, fears and perceived obstacles and look forward to wonderful 

new opportunities.

Angel Number 55 tells you to keep a positive attitude about the new entering your life 

and keep an open mind as to the opportunities presenting to you. Keep in mind that 

everything happens for a reason and nothing happens by chance, so even though 

the reasons for the changes may not be clear at this point, trust that all will fall into 

place for you. These changes have come about so that you can break free from old 

restraints and constraints and freely pursue your soul mission and life purpose as a 

spiritual being.

The angels ask that you cast off old shackles and constraints, be true to yourself and 

live your life with passion and purpose.

[http://sacredscribesangelnumbers.blogspot.com]
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The Fifth Codes - Forgiveness - 12th of May 2020
The last session of the first two waves. I anticipated something big, 
because, well, so far, the last session of pretty much everything had al-
ways been big. I wasn’t disappointed.
First of all, there were - again - so many there. Not to help us, this time, 
but to witness. We didn’t need help, they said. We had risen to the oc-
casion gloriously, they said. We had done everything we planned - and 
much, much more, they said. And they were so, so joyous with all we had 
brought about, they said. We were celebrated. We were bowed to. And we 
were loved like nothing I ever felt before. 

And then there were Dragons

I still get goose bumps when I write it. What power we felt. What immense, 
all encompassing tremendous power. Dragon Riders we were. It fit like a 
glove, for most. As if we remembered. Easy as pie. They took us high up, 
ever rising, away from everything, a total overview. And they showed us 
the Timelines. How everything, always, is. Everything - 360 degrees. They 
taught us about choosing. About embracing. About allowing in. The peace 
that comes with it - I am all and all is me. They taught us about simply 
breathing it all in, then gathering the light, the power and energy and with 
fiery breath of light clearing, lightening, cleansing. Always from high up, 
this overview, taking it all in. Accepting it all as yourself. As from yourself. 
As coming from you, by the choices you made. As within, as without.

The 10th of May - The Dragons Are Coming
Two days before this, was my birthday. And that day, a very special 
package was being hand delivered to me by Jan and Mirjam from The 
Crystal World. This package contained a beautiful powerful Labradorite. 

Amazing in it’s colouring, almost overwhelming in it’s power. I loved it. 
Doug had picked it out for me, Jan walking through the shop with his 
camera and Doug looking for the right gift, being drawn by this 
magnificent being immediately and he knew: this is the one. 

After a wonderful day I went to sleep and Doug was on Skype. The 
Labradorite was beside my bed and he asked to see it. I moved my 
camera to catch the light. I thought... it’s like Dragon skin... and before I 
could say the words out loud I heard spoken in my head: 
The Dragons Are Coming.



It was loud and clear and forceful. Tears sprang in my eyes, I gasped for 
breath, could barely speak for a minute and then I stammered: Oh my 
good Doug The Dragons are coming. 

I sort of blabbered on about dragons and how he was a dragon rider and 
tried to keep up with all the information that was pouring in. I was so sure, 
so certain, the tone of that voice, the intensity, it had been very effective. 

But. I thought The Third Wave would be somewhat the same as the First 
and Second. I thought we would do something with the Codes of Belief, 
Play, Truth, Hope and Forgiveness. And I thought that the Dragons was, 
what would come next. After The Third Wave. Something that had made 
itself known, now, for me to get used to. An introduction of sorts with 
plenty of time to ease into it.

And then there they were. Not for later - now. Not after the Third Wave - 
they were to become The Third Wave. The Dragon Wave.

This is what was posted in the group after:

My dragon comes up from the water. I keep seeing a deep blue body of water and 

I’m swimming in it, on my back, the sky above is also a deep dark blue filled with stars 

and a clear view of nebulas and galaxies. I think it is my planet from the Andromeda 

system, and the dragon rises up beneath me and carries me upward, it’s as if he is 

made of water - but is warm and it envelopes me. I see images of Marieke reflecting 

in his surface to tell me he has her with him also - I don’t know if this means we share 

the same dragon, maybe not but he can be with us both. I’m not sure it makes sense. 

He is huge and gentle. He shows me images of the higher dimensions and it brings 

me peace, although I can’t account for the headache after. It’s kind of vague.
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The Dragon Wave

Where to begin. It was all so much, so wonderful, so synched. For one 
thing, people saw Dragons - EVERYWHERE. Do you remember how last 
year all of a sudden everybody was talking about dragons? Every day new 
posts would appear on facebook, from totally unexpected corners. People 
told me about their young kids suddenly mentioning casually they now 
had a dragon with them. People where digging out cuddly dragon toys. 
People were seeing dragons in the sky, in the trees, in the water. People 
were getting dragon tattoos, dragon jewellery, dragon figurines. It was 
quite bizarre and quite reassuring at the same time, really. But we had to 
wait.

So, I waited. It was boring, even while a lot happened, all the time, in the 
world. I wanted to go on, get going. Still, wait, they said. And waiting we 
did. Sometimes people would ask: Anything yet? No, I said. Nothing. They 
are all away, ligning things up. Take this time to rest, you’re going to need 
it, they said. And also: soon.

And then, suddenly, everything moved all at once. And I wrote about it as 
soon as I could:

Very soon it’ll finally arrive: The Third Wave, or in other words: The Dragon Wave. So 

much has happened, so much is changing, in such a short time. And funnily enough, 

that short time doesn’t even exist. It would make your head spin. Timelines. That is the 

main theme of The Dragon Wave. In first instance, a completely different wave would 

take place. But due to the developments of this time, and amongst other things the 

enormous impact that The First Wave and the Second Wave have had, we skipped 

three years just like that. Hey what now?? Yes, really. I’ll tell you all about it in the Light 

Side Updates. You can find them at Love and Light TV. Especially the one from May 

30th is important in this.

The Womb of the Goddess and The Dragon Wave
Because my team has been telling me for months: yes, you will bring The Diamond 

Codes into The Womb of the Goddess, I knew: the two are linked. But I didn’t know 

much more than that. Because we skipped three years, because I didn’t get any more 

information, because…. Well. Because. But on June 11th, I got the GoAhead. I was urged 

to move, and I did. I called Sarah (who rents us the Mansion in England) and gave a 

Facebook LIVE. Number Threes where everywhere around me. And exactly ten days 

later it happened. Again. I wrote this email:

Corina was with me, I believe on Tuesday. She actually came for a Language of Light 

session. I saw a rod in her heart, vertical, and as soon as it was out it opened like a zipper, 

tons of light pouring out. No more was needed, so that LoL became a morning on the 

balcony with coffee and chatting. And when she went home a few hours later, she said...

something. And I said something else. Then she again, and I said huh what ?? Hold on… We 

looked at each other. Click click click it went inside my head.

I cried out, you just did it again! Tears in our eyes, we just sat there for a while, processing 

the energy and information flowing in. It all just broke open. A little dazed and a little in 

awe. As if a box filled with information files was shoved in, just like that: Dragons. Timelines. 

The number 3. 

Almost. Almost, they said. Be prepared.
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I felt it. Felt it building, felt it happen. Almost… almost… In the meantime I got a lot of ‘casual 

info’ about The Dragons. For example, how they don’t spit fire, but light, and how that can 

feel like fire. We also saw that during Unveiling The Goddess Within when we created 

an Archon Healing Realm because the light was way too ‘hard’ and felt like ‘hell’ to them 

(like being burned alive). Or how they have always played such a role, a kind of ‘pushing 

through’ when a shift takes place. That imperturbable power that cannot be diverted. And 

they kept giving me the message: You are not using a tenth of what you know and who you 

are.

Yesterday Diëlle came to sit for a drink and a chat together at Baai in Breda. I spoke to 

Marimiek briefly on the phone about The Womb of the Goddess 2020, and about how - if at 

all possible - we would go there. I hung up and Diëlle and I looked at each other. It is hap-

pening. It’s shifting. Whether it will actually take place or not, it is important that we go for 

it. And it has everything to do with the Third Wave. [Note: at that time, travel was restricted due to Covid 

and we weren’t sure at all we would be able to actually go.)

From that moment on they were there, intensely present. The Dragons. 333, they kept 

saying. 333. And that message: Use more. Be more.

I told Dielle about how they keep giving that message lately: you don’t even use a tenth of 

what you are. And how they make me ask myself, at unexpected moments, Who am I? And 

how an enormous amount of light and love flows in and around and through me and how 

everything in and around and through me then says: AnRa.

Use your powers, they say. I also told Diëlle how I was not quite ready yet, but that I was 

confident that I would do the right thing at the right time. Take the right steps. How I know 

and can feel my team is merged with me, in continuous communication. No more 

conversations, not really, it shifted to an unrelenting back-and-forth flow of exchange and 

knowledge. And that trust. That safety. Magic.

But I did know: this is about choosing. And Timelines. And about dreams. It’s the time to 

dream. It’s the time of The Dragons. I often heard that phrase. 

How and what would become clear, but for now I knew, something is coming.

Finally I say impatiently, Okay, I’m going to look it up. They just keep pushing with that 333! 

I read it out, bits of what I find:

• Number 3, appearing three times, tripling its influences

• Number 3 symbolizes the principle of ‘growth’ and signifies that there is a synthesis 

present - that imagination and an outpouring of energy is in action

• Number 3 represents the principle of increase, expansion, growth and abundance on 

the physical, emotional, mental, financial and spiritual levels

• Number 3 also resonates with the Ascended Masters (great spiritual teachers who once 

walked upon the Earth, as well as various religions’ deities.)

• Number 3 = the Jesus connection’

My jaw drops. The Jesus Connection. The people who participated in The Diamond Codes 

know that the last set of Codes was kind of Jesus his project: Forgiveness. He was with us, 

too. Played a big part in it. OMG. Actually, we felt that connection all the past years, it was 

on a regular basis emphasized and pointed out. Diëlle and I were now in tears.

I read on:

• Use your natural communicative and lightworking skills to aid, assist and serve others 

in positive and uplifting ways.
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This also resonated like crazy, especially since remembering your unique Language of Light 

is a crucial part of The Diamond Codes, First Wave and Second Wave.

And I read back again, the sentence: ‘Imagination and an outpouring of energy is in action’ 

and I think, that’s what they always say. Imagine. Dream.

We will take you with this wave deep into the heart of the new Era of Love, Freedom, Safety 

and Power, they said. The work is done. Remember two weeks ago, the LIVE with the golden 

heart and the rose? The Choice has been made, they said.

Anyway. The Third Wave is on it’s way. And it is not the ‘original’ wave, we already know 

that. After all, we skipped three years (again those three), as it were. How appropri-

ately and totally synched that during the Codes of Forgiveness Jesus played such a 

big part, that the dragons were present, and the process now passes over to them in 

such a natural way. I had already heared back then: The Dragons are taking over and 

thought that sounded a bit creepy, but it now falls into place. They really are. In the 

best way possible. So much has shifted and happened in recent weeks, and they’ve 

pushed it, determined and without a doubt. Tough love, someone called it. Well, quite. 

I think we all felt that. But it’s done. Time to move on.

I think many have felt with me how something was ‘on hold’. And it is of course no 

coincidence that since this week, yesterday, today, now, everything is moving forward 

again.

New Moon. Summer Solstice. Eclipse.

As always the timing is impeccable. 

Just to make things really clear to you: The Third Wave of The 
Diamond Codes is called The Dragon Wave, and this Dragon Wave 
consists of three separate Waves. There was a session for each of 
them. Sorry for any confusion. I don’t make up the names :-)

In the mean time... 
The Light Side Updates
With all the immense changes in our life, the world being ‘on fire’ as it 
were and people thirsting for information about what was going on, my 
team urged me to start giving Light Side Updates. So I did. And loved it. 
These updates were to be in English, and you can find them in Love and 
Light TV, on my website. The first episode was on the 10th of April and in 
it I talk and explain about The Second Wave of The Diamond Codes. The 
one from the 23rd of May is about The Codes of Forgiveness and The 
Dragon Wave and  after that, every one is significant in it’s own way for the 
times we were moving through. 

The First Wave - 14th of July 2020
Before this first session I talked to Dragon about it. There’s a story to that 
name: when I asked ‘the voice’ that told me ‘The Dragons Are Coming’ who 
he was, what his name was, he said portentous: Just Call Me Dragon For 
I Am All Dragons. I could hear these words vibrate through my system. I 
thought it was pretty funny. It felt like a Fantasy novel. Then again, every-
thing about 2020 so far felt either like a Science Fiction or a Fantasy novel. 
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Dragon Speaks 

This first meeting will be first and foremost a preparation, an initiation and 
an activation towards July 21st.

On that day there is going to be an unsurpassed event. Because of the 
sheer massiveness of energy shifting. It is more an almost general shift 
then ever before. And individual Timelines aside, the whole range is lifted.

Do you mean the lifting of the full range of possibilities?

In a sense - yes. On the 21st the massive shift shall be done.
However, it is as always a process so even after the 21st people will still 
deal with the debris of all that is no longer in the range.

And also, in a sense, for some, and mainly abusers, a longer period of 
time will be necessary to adjust. For some this will take this lifetime.

But you have to see: because of the new paradigm of the new range, 
different souls will come with other plans. Other than to experience and 
learn about powerlessness and power abuse, abut guilt, shame and 
judgment.

There are Beings ready with their plans to experience love, freedom, 
safety and power, and yes, never misunderstand: With the knowing of 
these there will also be an exploration of the lack of them.
This is the nature of Earth, the abundant universe. ALL is available.

Within this range however, there will be a movement towards the One-ness.

You will see in your reality more and more evidence of this.
More and more people will be drawn to that.

There are those who have come here now, to embody that. They are the 
Way Finders.

You (Marieke) have worked with some of them and aided them into inte-
grating male + female within themselves, just like you yourself have done.

And many more will come.

With this work that you (The Dragon Wave group) are doing, you are 
indeed lifting the range, and thus allowing the Re-Merging back into One-
ness to unfold.

Allowing the ones who will carry that forth to come here - and they are 
ready. Believe us when we say that. They are ready.

Many on Earth have paved the way. You know you have, when you have.

Now we will create a wave of energy, of light, of consciousness, and we will 
help you remember this part of your plan.

Your Language of Light
Your Unfolding
Your Expansion
Your Awakening to this
You, surfing this wave
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We will help you as much as we can to stay on top of this and not go 
under.

There is no need to go under.
We want to stress that.

Your minds will tell your Self you can’t handle the energy, it is too much, 
it’s too alien, it’s too hard.

None of this is true.

The 21st of July was always in your Timeline as a Beacon of Light.
You were born to do this.
The Dragon reborn.

So what will we do tonight?

Each and everyone will have their Dragon Codes awakened. 
These codes are dormant in your DNA.
You exist on many planes and you, you are dragon. This is a birthright.

Ruthless Love
Unerring Truth
Unfaltering Progression

Eradicating all that isn’t NOW
All that isn’t true
All that distracts
Unwavering focus on the Light

You as dragon will fly as you as human.

What about the Language of Light?

Your Language will be either awakened or it will expand into more. This 
you will experience for yourselves.

What about The Diamond Codes?

All of us Dragons will carry them in our hearts, in your hearts.

The Diamond Buddy, as you call it, is now integrated, inside all of you.

This took a while.
But as you well know, it took way less than anticipated.

This is the Great Awakening.

The pillars of Truth are in place. Anyone can find all the information they 
need.

The work is done. The choices are made.

It is now time to dream, and fly with us into the heart of the new era.
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This first session was pretty amazing. Basically, they prepared us for what 
was to come. Basically, every session was a preparation for the next one. 
We were cleared and cleansed in a deep and profound way: anything, 
and I mean anything at all, that wouldn’t match the frequency of this Light, 
that we were going to use, coming from our hearts and the hearts of The 
Dragons combined, had to go. It was pulled out of our bodies, out of our 
systems, all the structures and patterns, out of our fields, in every 
dimension we were being. It was massive.

Dragon Heart - Dragon Rider
And then they took us flying. This was just a test-ride. They showed us 
how. They showed us the way of the Dragon Rider. They nudged and 
prodded and then we fell through them and they allowed us to melt with 
them. We were Dragon. And we were riding, as it were, inside of these 
creatures of light, at the front of their bodies, our heart one heart. Not on 
top of them, mind you. We were them. One with our Dragon Being Self.

Dragon Breath
And up we went. Spiralling, spiralling, spiralling upwards in lazy circles, 
getting to know this - again. To remember how. And then they asked us 
to allow the joined heart to generate The Light. Like fire. To build up the 
pressure, to make it strong and white hot, a searing ball, and then, when 
it was almost bursting out of our bodies, both Dragon and Human, The 
Dragons breathed it out, streams of bright white light, wherever we directed 
it to. They made us practice this, get re-acquainted with this. Some re-
membered fully, saw everything, rejoiced in this reconnecting. Some just 
felt it, didn’t quite know and didn’t quite see but resonated, none the less. 
Some saw flashes, images, some felt it physically. There were so many 
experiences, all unique. It was like nothing we had expected.

The Womb of the Goddess - 17th of July - 24th of July 2020
In some perfectly arranged freakish convergence of circumstances we 
were able to go to England, a few days later. A small group of 12 women 
who had all been participating in The Diamond Codes and The Dragon 
Wave.  We were going to bring The Diamond Codes into The Womb of the 
Goddess as foretold by my team in February of that year. In the midst of 
a hectic and raw worldwide unveiling and clearing of Powerlessness and 
Power abuse, and consequently of Guilt, Shame and Judgment, there was 
a slightly-less-than-two-week window in which we went there, brought in 
The Codes and lifted the Full Range of Possibilities while we were at it, and 
went home. 

It was a magical and wonderful journey we made. It always is. Dragon 
Wave aside, this place lives in my heart for ever. This place opens you up 
to more of you, to be born on the planet, raising your ability to hold more 
of your Light Being Self within your fysical body. Hence the name. And 
hence the huge impact it has on your life afterwards, always.

Every place within The Womb of the Goddess we visited came alive with 
The Diamond Codes, every place gave back to us in abundance all that 
was needed for the next phase, entirely tuned for every single one of us. 
Pure magic.

The Second Wave - 21st of July 2020  
Lifting the Full Range of Possibilities
While we 12 were in England, doing our thing, the rest of the people in 
The Dragon Wave joined us online for the Second Wave. We had all been 
experiencing a lot in preparation and moving towards this ‘unsurpassed 
event’ and since no-one knew what to expect, we were not really worried 
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in anticipation. A group met in The Netherlands in the same place Doug 
and I got all the info for The Diamond Codes, remember? In the woods, 
surrounding the lake there, the place I call Avalon.

If you remember, Dragon had spoken of the 21st of July as a major 
important day because it would be world wide and massive. I will explain 
about this as simple as possible here. More information is given in the 
Light Side Update of August 1st, to be found in Love and Light TV on my 
website.

What is this ‘Full Range’
We are here and we have a range of possibilities. All the way above, on the 
top, float all the wonderful and beautiful and transcendental and loving 
experiences, in the bottom the moments of despair, of hatred, of fear and 
for instance powerlessness. And then there is everything in between. You 
could simply say, when you experience in the lower half of your range you 
feel pretty bad, getting worse the lower you get. When you experience on 
the top half, you feel pretty good, getting better the higher you get. This 
range never shrinks or expands, itself. It just is. With a top, and a bottom, 
and everything in between. And every experience you have, you can only 
have IF they fall into your full range. When something is lower than your 
range, you will never experience it. And same goes for above. However, 
the wonderful thing is, when you start to clear out the bottom half of your 
shit, as I call it, you LIFT your full range. The entire thing lifts up. So on the 
bottom, some experiences kind of ‘fall away’, you won’t experience them 
anymore, they have become out of range. But on top, new experiences 
present themselves, they become within your range, where they were 
previously not. Now, maybe, when you feel bad, it’s not as bad as before 
when you used to feel bad. Because your entire range has lifted and what 

you would experience as ‘bad’, is still the bottom. Only this bottom is now 
at a different level than before, so to speak. Maybe at the level where 
before you would feel ‘not too bad’. It would be hard to notice though
because no matter how highly lifted your full range is, there will always 
be ‘feeling bad’ and ‘feeling good’ and everything in between. This is the 
planet of free choice. So there will always be a Full Range of Possibilities. 
For else, there would not be free choice.

Your own range
We have each and every one of us our own. And in your life you will lift 
yours, gradually and consistently, by expanding your consciousness. If 
that is your choice, has been your plan. Then, you will know life gets better 
and better. Even if, when you are IN it, it may not seem that way, you will 
think about it and look back and think, hmmmm. I never feel that low any-
more. Or hmmmm, I have these amazingly wonderful experiences now 
within myself that I never used to have.

See, how lifting your Full Range is the most effective way to have different 
experiences in life? To allow the ‘bad ones’ to drop off at the bottom and 
allow new and before deemed impossible, wonderful ones to become 
accessible? And by the way, this, this is the very reason for The Freedom 
To Fly to exist: by cleaning up your shit, by allowing to receive and by 
loving your self you lift your whole range. This is what I came to do and 
assist in. Lifting the Full Range, first for myself, then others and then, when 
we have reached ‘the top’, the planet. And then, onwards, because once 
the planet’s range is lifted, everyone else’s can lift more too, because we 
all fall within her range. Onwards, towards Re-Merging back into One-
ness. And guess who does this, the most? The most aware, conscious, and 
with the most impact on everything? Every single Homegoing Lifetimer.
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The Planet’s Range
So, like said, we also have a range on the planet, an all-encompassing one. 
And that one, this Full Range of Possibilities, was the one that was lifted 
on July 21st 2020. It had never happened before.

Why now? Because it was time

With entering the Era of Re-Merging back into One-ness on 12-12-2019, 
it had become inevitable. And through the massive unveiling and clearing 
of Powerlessness and Power abuse, and consequently Guilt, Shame and 
Judgment, set in motion by Covid-19 and all it’s effects happening 
globally, it had become possible. And with the Diamond Codes being 
born on the planet, it had become certain. You knew this was The Great 
Awakening, right? You came for this. You were born, when you did, to be 
exactly where you are now, for this.

The Children
Part of this plan was also, that Beings had come to Earth, when the Full 
Range of Possibilities was juuuuuust high enough for them to be able to 
come. With their beautiful vibration and knowledge and light, it just fit, and 
so it hadn’t been long that they were here, yet. They were still children, in 
their Human Being Forms. But they had come nonetheless, to assist in 
this. And assist, they did. All over the world, The Children formed a grid 
and linked their hearts and anchored the light streaming in from beyond 
our Range, beyond our possible experiences, but fully within theirs, to 
help lift it.  See? Without them, this had not been possible. Most weren’t 
aware, of course. This just... happened. Because they came for this, chose 
this beforehand. It happened in their sleep, while they were playing, 
watching tv, maybe while being in difficult circumstances. 

Connecting the dots
And so yes, now we understood, that everything we had been doing, ever 
since 2017, it had all been leading to this. Because Unveiling the Goddess 
within had cleared The Womb of the Goddess and led to Working with 
lohim and planting the seeds in The Womb, which had led through 
activating the grid through Earth and the Star Gate there to The Dreamer 
Awakens and that had made the entering into the Era of Re-Merging back 
into One-ness possible and that made the Diamond Codes the next step 
and that made this, The Dragon Wave, possible. Which had one purpose: 
The Lifting of the Full Range of Possibilities.

The Golden Dragon
And where else to do it than inside The Womb of the Goddess. In a valley 
that was guarded by a huge Golden Dragon, who was sleeping there until 
we would come. Welcoming us, supporting us. And holding the space for 
us. We had found ourselves in an enormous bubble of immensely strong, 
powerful Light. Not to be disturbed - by no one. Not to be entered - by 
no one. Not to be twarthed, by no one. We were for a week like rockstars, 
protected by a huge band of celestial bodyguards. There was nothing that 
was going to stop this.

The session itself
So, we were gathered for this, in England, in The Netherlands, and Doug 
was in Canada. A triangle that was important for some reason. Others 
were in different countries, it all felt exactly like it should be. And then we 
were taken back to this place, in some dimension, somewhere, where the 
Dragons were waiting for us. We knew what to do, we had practiced, we 
had remembered, we had worked with our dragons after the first session. 
They had prepared us, helped us move towards this. And it was time. 



We became Dragon Riders once more.

And one with our Dragon we were asked to go up, up, up again, as far as 
was needed, until we were in place. No one knew where that was, 
beforehand. But everyone knew, immediately, when asked to go there. It 
was just one of those things. All over Earth, surrounding Earth, we took 
our places, high up in the sky. 

And then we dove. We eradicated darkness, we set the world on fire. We 
swirled and swooped and went over Earth, into Earth, in the waters, the 
skies, through the cities, through the buildings, through the tunnels, Oh 
god the tunnels. We were fierce and strong and all the while our Dragons 
blazed The Light, their fiery breath cleansing and clearing and wiping away all 
that had been, all that was no longer to be. Tundra’s, forests, mountains, 
fields. Landmarks, churches, government buildings. Systems. Structures. 
Concepts. All was blasted by Light. There was no doubt, somehow, every-
one just knew exactly which part they were supposed to play, where to go, 
what was theirs to take care of.

My personal experience
My personal experience was a little bit different than of that of the others. 
For me, I was working on a multi-dimensional level I had never worked 
at before. This started with The Dreamer Awakens in 2019, progressed 
with The Diamond Codes and had been expanding gradually. During the 
sessions, I was everywhere, at the same time. I could see everyone, at the 
same time. I saw what they were doing, I saw their Dragons, I saw every-
one and everything and all at once. That’s the best way I can describe it. 
And when afterwards people told the tales of their experiences, I knew, 
because I had seen them. 

In the mean time, I was also in total, synched communication with my 
team. I was my team, they were me. We were directing, monitoring, 
observing, there was information coming in and processed on the spot 
and handled and anticipated and responded to, and I could not only see 
the people participating but also all the Light Beings, in all shapes and 
forms - and they were many. All the ones that had been involved ever 
since 2017, gradually building a team of literally thousands. It was 
massive, just like Dragon had said it would be.

Saint Germain
I just need to mention here that we have had one particularly involved 
being that has helped blaze the path through which all this could unfold, 
and that’s Saint Germain. He took form on the planet to unveil and 
unravel as much as he could, with one purpose: this. Afterwards he came 
by and told me he was done, time to move on.  And even though many - 
most - will never know what he did, I do, and he is much loved and 
recognized in this. Saint Germain, Champion of the Divine Female.

The Mother Tree
We went to England to bring The Diamond Codes into The Womb of the 
Goddess. And at the last site, two days after the Full Range was lifted, at 
the site of the Mother Tree - She who is All Trees - the task was 
completed. In this place, where all the roots of all the trees are through 
each other connected, The Mother Tree spoke. She said:

‘All the trees in all the world. This is Mother Tree receiving the codes. Connecting to all. 

This concludes the Diamond Codes being firmly integrated onto the planet. Available 

to all. You have come here to be a part of this. And moved many lifetimes towards 

this. Celebrate with us. It is done.’

28
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So we went home. Incredibly happy, satisfied, in awe and filled with love 
and gratitude for everything that had transpired. Once home we heard 
the stories of the magic that happened in the woods where part of the 
Dragon Wave group had gathered for the Second Wave: of a few ‘random’ 
children there, playing, laughing, being a part of it. 
Mentioning light they saw, surrounding Earth. Mentioning Dragons. It was 
all so... amazing. And we all realized, half of the stuff we had 
experienced, you couldn’t even make up if you wanted to. We all 
realized how utterly crazy and far fetched and fantastic it sounded. Still, 
we knew, this happened.

A quiet time
Driving home from England my team told me a quiet time was coming. 
Nothing much would happen this year anymore, this was it. Next year, 
they said. They mentioned ‘March - Something BIG is coming (haha)’ and 
they mentioned ‘May’, but that was about it.

I fully understood. Because this, this needed time. To integrate, to settle, 
to solidify. There would be loads of stuff coming to the surface, I knew that 
too, because on the bottom things were falling off. This always means: shit 
would become visible. And it did. 

But we weren’t quite done yet

There was a Third Wave within The Dragon Wave and I had absolutely 
entirely no idea what we were going to do. After this, what could possibly 
come next?

The Third Wave - 28th of July 2020
We are being brought to a Red Plane. Red crystaline beautiful sand, as far 
as the eyes can see, a bright sun, hanging low. The Central Sun, I hear in 
my head. We stand in a circle, all of us from The Dragon Wave, and sur-
rounding us are all of these Beings. Again, thousands. Ring after ring after 
ring around us, the first one a bit of a distance away. Giving us space. In 
the air, there are thousands of ships. All shapes and sizes. And it becomes 
clear: this is, indeed, a Grand Finale. The very last Wave of The Diamond 
Codes, the last Wave of The Dragon Wave. It is going to be a celebration. 
An honoring, a party, it feels overwhelming and huge and at the same 
time so very, very joyful.

We face outwards, recognizing friends, family, waving and laughing. OUr 
Dragons are right there with us. I see the Ents, they stand out. I see all of 
the other Nature Beings that helped, birds and insects zigzag in the sky. I 
see Orbs and Flame-like beings and geometrical shapes. I see my people 
from Sirius. There is too much to see. There are to many to take it all into 
account, and yet, I can feel them all.

We are asked to face inwards. It becomes silent. And in the centre of our 
circle three tall, white beings appear. The give us a long and profound 
message, they talk about how everything fits together, they lay it out, 
there, in front of us, what we have done. And there is cheering, shouting 
and laughing coming from behind us. From our friends. Who also were 
there, who also are being celebrated.

They ask us to swoop the planet with our Dragons, once more. Clearing 
and cleansing it from all the debris, left, after the 21st of July. Of course we 
do. We know what to do, we know where to go. It’s like a victory lap.
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A great gift
Then, we receive a great gift. Our Dragons stand before us. And the White 
Beings connect their heart to the hearts of our Dragons with threads of 
golden white. And then, our Dragons breathe on us. From our Dragon’s 
hearts, golden white threads of light, sparkly shiny threads with the 
frequencies of Love, Freedom, Safety and Power weave through us. They 
go everywhere, they twist and turn and entwine with our very existence. 
And every time we seem filled, they say, ‘deeper’. And we open up in an-
other dimension. This is not just for this dimension, this goes through all 
the dimensions in which we exist. 
We skip lives, they say. That is the gift. Lives and lives worth of shifting 
and growing is being woven into our system. And then they tell us to play 
with these threads. See them coming out of your fingers and hands and 
weaved through your voices and coming out of your eyes. We see. We 
laugh. We play. We understand what we can do, in our reality, now, with 
this. This what is part of us, now. And we feel grateful and happy and 
loved all at once.

This is what someone wrote:

‘What a wonderful and intense experience. I immediately cry hard at the words of 

appreciation and honouring. That our hard work is seen. That my hard work is seen. 

This touches me tremendously.

Then swooping the planet. Suddenly I am with the children in the tunnels. Then, I am, 

everywhere and nowhere. I see light beings everywhere. There are really so many of 

us that we don’t have to work so hard anymore. We can share the work. This after-

noon I experienced myself in and on the planet in every single drop of water.

After that, the Threads. What a great feeling. Everywhere little pieces of golden thread, 

weaving. Through everything. With every light breath of my dragon my heart opens 

more and I drop one dimension further. In all my bodies and all my structures. So I am 

already at the heart of the new era. That’s great. Later Marieke confirms that. That’s 

how we skip lives. I can already fully experience and share love, freedom, safety and 

power in this life.

Now how cool is that. That it sparkles and radiates from my hands and that everything 

I touch turns into gold, into love, freedom, safety and power.

During the celebration and meeting I became completely one with a being that I did 

not want to let go of. So nice. We will meet again soon in physical reality, he said. 

Exciting. And then there is also doubt afterwards. Maybe this was thought up by the 

adolescent in me. But it doesn’t feel like that. Anyway. I’ll wait and see. I don’t have to 

work hard for this, either.’

And this is what someone else wrote:

What a beautiful, magical experience it was, again. I was right there. I Saw a lot and felt 

some things before they were mentioned .. wonderful to experience.

The moment we started clearing again, I was bringing light to the hearts of govern-

ment leaders all over the world. Something I also did yesterday afternoon when 

listening to the 2nd wave again, but now even more and even stronger.

Ohhh and how I saw and felt that red, crystal desert with the central sun above it, that 

moved me enormously. Goosebumps all over and tears that kept flowing all the time. 

Recognition, coming home and seeing old Friends again, it was great. A warm and 

royal welcome from ‘my’ dolphins from Sirius and the return to Lemuria with them by 
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my side. I have missed them and I love them. I briefly came home filled with love on 

Andromeda. 

Seeing the Army of Light again and hear their song touched my heart and the good-

bye was hard for me...And about the fun with all the golden threads spinning, spread-

ing from my heart and fingers with such tremendous force, woww I couldn’t stop, it 

was natural and tastes like more. At the same time I realized that in this way so much 

light, love, freedom, power and safety can be spread. So great and wonderful it is, that 

it makes me silent.

The 3 White Beings, I feel them, I feel their connection, also with the Central Sun and I 

am curious about what is to come...

I was tired at the end of the day (as I had been for weeks), but before I even got into 

bed I felt more energized. My sleep was very relaxed.

And this morning as the biggest gift I had for (about) the first time in 16 years no pain 

in my lower back, hips and joint. It feels light and there is no wringing, pain and other 

misery. I hope that, with the old letting go, this has now really disappeared. I am really 

done with it.

I look forward to what is to come .. and allow myself to experience everything. No 

holding back anymore.

Right after the session, someone texts me: Do you know who those White 
Beings are? I say, No, but more than anything, I feel that naming them 
would somehow diminish them. Like no name could encompass what 
they are. 

And then, we find out

The Nameless Light

To explain, I’m taking you back to three days before we were leaving for 
England. I was with my friend Saskia and we walked past The Crystal 
World, I didn’t feel I needed anything so I just killed some time while she 
was getting some crystals for her self and daughter. In the corner of my 
eye I saw this tiny little white lump, but I thought, nah. I have plenty. I have 
my Diamond Buddy I have my Dragon Stone (the Labradorite Doug gave 
me), all’s good. So we moved on, to some shops where we wanted to go. 
And when we walked back, we chatted in front of The Crystal World with 
Diëlle, one of The Dreamers, who happened to be there, too. While they 
were happily talking, my attention kept being drawn into the shop. I tried 
to focus but I was so distracted that I finally said, yeah sorry, I have to get 
in and get this crystal. I walked in, took that tiny white lump in my hand 
and the word HOME rang through my head like a bell. My eyes sprang full 
of tears and my heart, my heart, it just lit up. It expanded. Golden swirls of 
light, light blasting like a star, like a dimmer set low was suddenly switched 
to high. I looked at Diëlle who had followed me in and she felt it, imme-
diately, too. Tears in her eyes, too. I just felt so... happy. It felt like AnRa 
came completely to the front of me, looking out of my eyes.

So this, this is what I took to The Womb of the Goddess with me, too, be-
sides The Diamond Codes. This little white lump has been with me every 
step of the way. It was resting against my skin, almost all the time. i never 
thought about it. I never really checked to see what the crystal was, or was 
for. I was just super happy with it and knew it was for me.
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Azeztulite and The Azez
Fast forward. After The Third Wave of The Dragon Wave, and me 
mentioning I had no name for these three beings, it was pointed out to 
me that the crystal was an Azeztulite. I knew that. I had forgotten. Then it 
was pointed out to me that there was something very strange afoot with 
this Azeztulite. And I began to take an interest. 

Then Mirjam sent me this, and everything inside of me reacted and resonated like mad. This is 

about us! I thought.:
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Personal note: I don’t support any warnings to double efforts and such or else things will 

not go as planned. Because they always will, no matter what. I would strongly advise you to 

take the same position, simply because I’m quite sure that your entire system will thank you 

for it. In the end, it won’t matter, but it would make for a much, much easier ride.

After this, The Azez would drop by every now and then. I now knew 
that they were going to be part of whatever would come next. And I 
also knew that The Dragons would be there, too. But overall, it was a 
time of waiting, moving, waiting, moving. Sometimes they would work 
with me for a night or so, then nothing for a while. But when you look 
back, quite a lot happened. Most is talked about in the The Light Side 
Updates. But some things are worth mentioning because they stood 
out, and were, certainly in hindsight, important.

Fear, Guilt, Shame, Judgement being dumped into 
Human Consciousness - Three groups
End of August, a lot of fear, guilt, shame and judgment was being dumped 
into the Human Consciousness Field. This had a purpose, and this is what 
they explained to me: There are roughly three groups on planet Earth. 
One of them, they have been ‘awake’ for a long time, they may have been 
awake all their lives, really. Not that they didn’t have their shit to clean up, 
it’s just that their lives have always been pointing towards expansion of 
self, awareness of self and wanting to be who they truly are. Homegoing 
Lifetimers are certainly amongst those. Then, there’s a group that has 
planned to awaken in this life. It may take a little while, they had planned 
to resist maybe, or to experience certain circumstances. Some of those 
may have been vehemently ‘against’ anyone who dared question anything 
told by for instance government officials. Or were very much put off by an-
ything spiritual. There are many scenarios possible but bottom line is: they 

were always going to ‘wake up’ because they had planned to do so. And 
then, there’s a third group of people who have completely different things 
on their mind. They are here for other reasons, all valid and perfect, they 
have their experience exactly as they want and will never, ever ’wake up’ 
because they too are Powerful Reality Creators and they too know exactly 
what they are doing and will do it no matter what.

The second group, they were important. because the pressure was being 
built up for them. They said: stranger things will happen. It will become 
more and more weird, more and more incomprehensible. Just remember: 
everything has it’s purpose. Every crazy thing that happens will push some 
in the direction they planned. So relax. Don’t worry. Allow things to unfold. 
This will take some time yet. Apply all you’ve learned. Be your self. This 
isn’t about you.

Well, stranger things did happen. And things got more and more absurd. This 
phase really isn’t over yet, while I write this book. But it will be soon, or so 
they tell me. Almost there.

Azez anchored
Half of September, people started to feel strange themselves. Something 
felt off. Something felt not right. And after about two weeks, I got very, 
very sick. Well, not actually sick, but I was incapacitated for three days and 
two nights. All I could do was lie on my bed and let it happen. There was 
an immense pain. It started in my head, but after a couple of hours, it was 
everywhere. I cried, literally, from pain. I couldn’t stand it. It was too much. 
Inhumane. I called my team, help, help me, and they said, we are so, so 
sorry. But this has to happen NOW. They showed me how every channel 
in my body was being pushed open, stretched beyond capacity, my whole 
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body on fire with light. Like a tiny hose where an immense amount of 
water is being pushed through, times thousands all at once. I was almost 
bursting. It was excruciating. I cried more, tried to find my centre, tried 
to relax, tried to go away and not be aware. There was no escape. I have 
never felt so much pain in my life, I think. It’s hard to tell because once it’s 
over, you forget. Like with childbirth. 

Anyway, after the second night and halfway through the morning of the 
third day Lord Ashtar came to me. He was not pleased. I never before or 
after have seen him ‘in a mood’ and I never thought he could be. I was a 
bit taken aback by his visit, and the way he was. He said, again, we are so 
sorry you had to go through that. But we had to intervene. Because the 
Timeline you were on was compromised. It was collapsing. And it would 
have been bad. He reminded me of the dreams I was having, just before 
he came. Not dreams, he said. And I remembered, Some sort of invasion, 
with strange and alien hound-like beings, hunting people down. War. Off-
planet attacks. Desolation. 
Despair. the weird thing was, I heard later from so many other they had 
had dreams like that, they felt they had fought battles during sleep, they 
had seen glimpses of this happening. Maybe you, too.

He said: we had to PUSH The Azez through you, dear Marieke, in just 
three days. This should have been a gradual process, in Ease and Grace, 
as you have chosen and requested. This should have taken months, all 
the way up until March next year. But we had to intervene. We had to do 
something and this was the most effective and quickest and most efficient 
for what was needed. And we are so sorry that you were the one to suffer 
it. He truly seemed... upset about it.

By that time, I wasn’t even fazed anymore. I honestly felt like, oh, okay 
then. I get it. 

And then he said: What do you want. Anything, and it is yours. I was 
looking at him in disbelief, laughing a bit. Seriously? I was getting some 
sort of reward? He looked a bit pained and said, solemnly: anything. So I 
said: Then I want to see Doug, of course! And that was that. He was gone, 
and I was recovering. I never really believed I would see Doug. There were 
too many obstacles. But the thought was nice. 

Afterwards, many people felt literally rudderless, which was no surprise, 
really. I was urged to do a Light Side Update about this on 4-10.

This is what my team said about it:

What really hit me during this episode was this: see how safe we are? 
Even when things are not going well, there will be an intervention. 

There will always be an intervention. We are safe.

At this point, all anchors are loose, which is why many feel adrift, restless and uncom-

fortable. ‘You are floating freely in time / space and the feeling this generates is one of 

dissociation, restlessness and unease.’

‘You have been bumped out of course, which is a good thing because the Timeline as 

it were was compromised and leading into great disaster. This is no longer so. 
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Re- Merging with Doug
One month later, on the 25th of October, Doug arrived. It had been very, 
very strange. He had been pushed so hard that within three days, all 
was arranged. He woke up one morning, read a little something, some 
headline, called me half-panicked and said he would come over for three 
weeks. Nothing had changed in the circumstances why he couldn’t come 
over before. Nor in mine. but suddenly, apparently, it just HAD to happen. 
I was blown away. But oh so happy.

His visit was very eventful and we did a lot of hard, hard work. I will 
mention here only the most important things for this that happened and 
they were all directly connected to Re-Merging back into One-ness.

Different Timelines
After a couple of days of me feeling uncomfortably unaccustomed and 
unable to connect we decided to go to Egmond. For me, this is the place 
where everything always becomes clear. And sure enough, again, all fell 
into place. I was woken up in the middle of the first night and saw a huge 
dam between us. It was glass like. I was floating along it, trying to find a 
crack. There weren’t any. I hammered on it. Nothing budged. Then I lost 
it. In a panic I woke Doug, I told him what I’d seen and we went back to 
sleep. In the morning, we talked some more and I said: I think we’re on 
different Timelines. That’s exactly what I thought last night, he said. Then 
the team showed me how because we weren’t on the same Timeline any-
more, the Timeline where Re-Merging back into One-ness was happening, 
was compromised and collapsing in on itself a month before. It all fell into 
place so seamlessly. We weren’t holding the space anymore. We weren’t 
going to end up together anymore. Circumstances and Corona and a lot 
of other things had come in between. We had made different choices.

So we worked. Doug’s dragon was right there and his Azeztulite, that he 
had gotten just that same morning, too. Azez and Dragon. They showed 
us in detail how Timelines work. We figured out what to do, how to create 
an entire new one because he couldn’t come to mine because then that 
would be the Timeline where all this happened and I couldn’t go to his 
because that wasn’t ending well and we had to come together first then 
together choose anew... it’s complicated. And yet so simple. We figured it 
out and chose again and again for us. For love. For our One Heart. And for 
our chosen mission, Re-Merging back into One-ness.

We had lengthy conversations, received teachings, got downloads. There 
was so much to grasp and they told us: this is all for later. This is all for 
what comes next. This is all part of being a traveller, of Walking with Clarity 
upon Earth.

Grounding into Earth
Another important thing was, that with me living here and Doug living 
there somehow I had started to shift my consciousness into AnRa, more. 
Because quite frankly, sometimes it was just too painful. So I shifted into 
AnRa, with golden heart and all encompassing love, love, love for all of 
Humanity. And all was well. But with that, slightly loose from Earth. 

In hindsight, this, too, was a result of us not being on the same Timeline 
anymore. That was the painful thing that caused me to do this. But for us 
to be together, I had to ‘come down’. So I did. Very scary, somehow. But 
I could feel myself re-ground myself into earth. All here. And later, when 
I talked about this, many recognized it: for the people who had been 
‘awake’ for a while now, it had been very easy to shift into their Light Being 
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Self. In all that was going on on the planet, so easy to ‘sit’ in the Light 
Being Self and feel love. But when you want to Walk with Clarity upon this 
Earth, you REALLY have to be here and do the opposite: bring the Light 
Being Self here. Grounded. It’s different than grounding your 
Human Being Self. And crucial to all that happened next. So, we were 
back on track and had gained an incredible amount of knowledge and 
after a blissful time Doug went home. And things went quiet for about two 
weeks. Then, information started to pour in. 12-12-2020 was going to be 
big. Something was coming.

Restoring Divine Female Power

Two weeks after Doug went home I posted this:

Yesss, a Light Side Update. And it will not surprise you, but at this moment everything, 

and everything, revolves around Re-Merging Back Into One-ness.

We are making gigantic steps in this - everyone, including you. On 12-12-2019 (and 

count: 2019 is also 12, namely 2 + 1 + 9 = 12) The Frequency of One-ness was born on 

Earth, and as a field ‘fixed’, solidified as it were (but again not really, because certainly 

not without movement) around the Earth. 

 

We already knew then: a lot will change in the coming year. And on 21-09-2020, The 

Full Range of Possibilities was lifted, and a lot fell off at the bottom, as it were. Well, 

we knew that too. Unveiled, revealed, from the dark to the light. From hidden into the 

spotlight. That which is hidden darkness cannot heal. And that which comes to light 

cannot do otherwise

 

When you look at the whole story from a distance, you will notice how improbably 

perfect everything fits together. When you are in the middle of it, you will notice how 

intense, heavy, confrontational and exhausting it is. Certainly, also with beautiful, light 

and magical moments. But overall, cleaning up and shifting is hard work. And we do it 

like we were born for it. Oh yes, we were.

 

Because you are a Powerful Reality Creator who already knows the whole story. Who 

has sorted it out in advance with your team, who brought together exactly the right 

people in the right places and the right events during the right periods and the right 

experiences at the right time. And now you live it. Your glorious plan. Your glorious 

path. Together with your team

 

And chances are, if you’re reading this, you don’t have a life in the midst of Consensus 

Reality. Chances are you are a Home Going Lifetimer. And it might be the case that 

you, too, are participating in Re-Merging Back Into One-ness. And you too are re-

enacting both in yourself. Maybe you play it out with your partner, be it male-male, 

female-female or female-male. Or perhaps with others, in any relationship you can 

process this and research and collect data about it

 

In this Light Side Update I will tell you:

• About Doug and me, and what we’ve done here in the Netherlands

• About the Azez, and what they are all doing

•  About our team, yes yours too! Because they are busy aligning everything and 

‘getting it ready’

•  About December 12 and what we’ll do next

And while you’re at it: put December 12th in your diary. Because that day there will be 

a major clearing. The Azez are honoured to work with you and look forward to it. Me 

too. I don’t know exactly the form yet, but it’s clear to me that we are going out with a 

boom this year. 
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I didn’t know precisely about 12-12, but I did know that it would be very 
cool and very big. And my team said; just a little more patience. And then 
they said: all the info will come on Friday (the 4th of December).

The Mother Stone - Anchor for the Azez
One day later I walked into The Crystal World and I saw this cluster of 
quarz and my heart just... exploded.

I posted this about it:

Ohhh my heart. I walked into The Crystal World and saw her immediately. 

Her, yes. Mother Crystal, Jan called her. Anchor for the Azez, I heard in my head. I was 

eating a Tuna Melt Bagel with Birgit, with coffee from The Chocolate Company. Doug 

and I did that when he was here and it has become my favourite lunch spot now, on 

the wooden bench at the roundabout in Breda.

 

Birgit had her One on one Day today and everything just kept coming together like 

pieces of a puzzle. Ease and Grace. Naturally. I said, would you like to go to The Crystal 

World? She said, well, yes, we could just say hello. In a flash I saw a large, white crystal. 

I thought, oh dear. Here we go

 

When I opened the door I saw her lying there. There she is, I thought. I knew. But of 

course I wanted to take a look around the store. Have a look. To feel. To check. To 

make sure. When we walked back to the exit I said to Jan, what kind of a crystal is that? 

I think she’s mine. He put her in my arms and tears sprang in my eyes, a warm heart 

and a possessiveness that I know well followed. I said, half laughing but dead serious, 

I’m not going to give her back, eh. Mine.
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Jan packed her up and while we were standing there it was said: Anchoring Azez. This 

is the next phase. 

 

I already knew that Azez and Dragons will accompany the new phase. I had already 

been told that in South Limburg, when I was there with Doug. And I also heard: every 

crystal in this cluster is connected to an Azez. Through this cluster we can manifest 

ourselves more, deeper, more clearly. We want to penetrate into Human Consciousness, 

we want to work with people, conscious and awake and anchored. In a new way. A 

more tangible way. And the Dragons are also connected with her. 

She’s there to carry this joint Dragon-Azez project [note: this is The Giant Arises] 

like my Diamond Buddy carried The Diamond Codes.

 

I have my Azeztulite nestled inside of her. It’s like turning on a device. Such light. 

Power to the max. Aster is satisfied, she put her chest against it and I realized: ah, 

that’s why she’s been upset the last few days. Nervous. It didn’t make sense for her 

here anymore. Aster had already raised her vibration and was waiting for this beauty 

to come in to lift the entire flat. She can relax again, now.

This was one day before I did the Light Side Update of November the 26th 
mentioned in the previous post. No coincidence. The energy was so, so 
strong during the Update and The Azez came in and worked some magic.
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The flow of information: ON
After that, information started to come in - more and more. People were 
picking it up. Left and right people were suddenly posting about how 
12-12 was going to be such an important day. A Zero Point Gateway. A 
Portal. It was awesome and you could just feel everything moving towards 
this.

One day after kirsten gave me this, from SaLuSa, which resonated so I’ll put it here, too:

12/12 is an extremely important Portal that unleashes deep revolutions, and it’s for 

that was planned.

In fact, this is what, as always, you have programmed.

This is an important point when various Timelines, especially those that concern you 

most as individualities, will merge.

In this merger there will be a “squeeze” pushing away what no longer meets your 

needs and making it clear what really matters from now on.

[...]

Now the bottleneck is leading you to a single road where the options are three: go 

back, stop where you are or go.

Here we recall a passage from one of your films:

– Alice asked, “Cheshire Cat… can you tell me which way I should go?”

– “That depends a lot on where you want to go,” said the Cat.

– I don’t know where to go! Said Alice.

– “If you don’t know where, going either way is fine.” (Alice in Wonderland)

 

And here we ask: do you know where you want to go?

12/12 will start to show clearly and one way or another you’ll know what to do.

One important point here: Do you want to go back, stop or go?

Many are still tangled in the intense emotions being unleashed and the marker will 

help them “put your ideas in place”.

Remember that no matter what you choose, you will be supported and loved without 

measure.

What this marker brings is the brightest opportunity for you to have a chance to de-

cide more for yourself. For a long time, you were like Alice. Now the power of decision 

is in your hands.

Enjoy these times of fellowship on much of your planet, as the energies of Brother-

hood and Love are on the rise.

You also need to take some more time with yourselves, enjoying yourself and trying to 

understand so much that has been within you for so long without proper attention.

As the veil rises you must face the fact that yes, you are the creators of your reality 

you began to create before incarnating in the physical environment of the earth.

The question is how open you are to being in tune with your most conscious self that 

has the most sublimated guidelines and, in that sense, bring these guidelines to the 

most physical plane.

Do not forget, beloved ones: your ability to create is linked to how much you are 

aware and in love. The more awareness and love, greater is the potential.

In the physical you are an extension of your Self and the more or less entangled in the 

experiences of the physical dimension, the greater or less this direct influence of the 

self will be.

[...]

You have heard that you are the Federation itself on Earth, and are there to anchor 

your Self and that it will merge with the collective consciousness of humanity on this 

planet, greatly accelerating the Ascension process of Mother Earth.

So when we say your responsibility is great, it is not to put heavy burdens on your 

back, but to let you feel and know how important you are.
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And all the phases of your many lives, challenges and painful experiences were 

movements to reach that point and your Self could be more heard and anchored.

[...]

Brace yourselves for an energetic 2020 that will be connecting you further with your 

multidimensional capabilities.

That 12/12 marker will also be preparing you for that and for when many veils will be 

removed.

Open to new multidimensional relationships, when many of your Galactic Family will 

be closer, inviting you in your dreams to board the great ships.

You will feel more connected with the presences around you and, of course, with 

yourselves as well.

You will be able to hear phrases that are clear answers to your questions raised 

throughout the day and feel the intense pure emotions of these higher realms.

Ashtar and the entire Federation will be with everyone on this journey to brighter 

environments.

You heard that 2019 would be a year when many would leave the Physical Plan (See 

Ashtar Recycling), now I know that by 2020 many will come in.

It will be the year when there will be an immense amount of missionary souls incarnat-

ing to assume important positions in the coming years.

This will also be a year of scheduled Walk-ins reentries. It will really be a year of great 

multidimensional connections and reconnections.

Many large fleet commanders will also be incarnating en masse on the planet 

throughout South America, Europe, Central America and Africa in particular.

Dear ones, there is more information coming. There are more energies and opportu-

nities for you to conduct yourself on the basis of your higher selves.

Always know of our presence near you and that there is nothing that can break this 

bond no matter how conscious you are while in the lower dimensions.

There will always be the spark that connects us to signal the way home, the way to the 

HOME.

I am SaLuSa from Sirius and, instructed by the Galactic Commands, I bring you this 

message in deep thanks for the timeliness and honour of this communication.

I reiterate the importance of these moments of inner connection so that you can hear 

your self more clearly and know where you really want to go.

On behalf of all those who make up the Galactic Federation fleets, I leave our sincere 

wishes for deep reconnection with yourselves.

Be in Peace, Be in the Light!

Then, on Friday the 4th I had a Language of Light session with a client and 
the team said: this is it. And then I understood. This was indeed going to 
be big. 

Three Powers
This session started out as being about pleasure. And about how this was 
blocked in my client by a male suppressive force. There was put Shame 
upon it. And Guilt. And Judgment. The most telling example she gave was 
that of not being allowed to shower as a child without a lot of hassle be-
cause of the waste of water. The suppressive male force, it was quite pow-
erful and it took some work to lift it within her system. But then, I started 
to see how this force was really... everywhere. My team urged me on and 
pointed and said excitedly: look! Look! So I looked. And I realised that this 
is actually what always is. I just never had been aware of it. This pressing 

down. By now I was very aware that I was being shown by the team what 
we were going to do on 12-12, the information coming in through a ses-
sion with a client, as often is the case for me for big events. 
I realized that by lifting this pressing down energy something would be 
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freed. And it did. A petal appeared in her system, an elongated stretched 
out lotusflower-like petal. It spun slowly in the centre of her womb. Then 
we freed her Creativity, directly impacted by the pressing down force too. 
Of course. When there is this Guilt, Shame and Judgment on being free 
and expressive then yes, Creativity is impacted tremendously. A second 
petal appeared. Then a third: because by the restoration of her power to 
enjoy unashamedly the pleasures of having a fysical body, and the res-
toration of her Power of Creativity, she could suddenly stand up tall and 
restore her Female Wisdom - which was Truth.

She had always known, deep inside, that things weren’t as they ‘should’ 
be. And she always knew that she, deep inside, knew better. Had a 
wisdom that was somehow MORE than the power that pressed down on 
her. But even though it was there, she couldn’t quite access it. Or maybe 
better put: she couldn’t live by it. She got overruled.

These three petals now were spinning all three of them slowly, lazily, 
and then they began to spin threads of white. These threads spread out 
through her entire system. It was such a beautiful sight. She looked so... 
full. And it felt like, she had always been missing a limb or something and 
now she was complete. She looked like a totally empowered woman, 
totally whole, totally upright and strong and bright and light and dynamic 
and calm and all of that and more. And, somehow, she looked like she 
was home.

And I heard in my head: The Female Powers Restored. I get goose bumps 
writing this. I remember being super excited because holy moly I didn’t 
see this coming, after all that had happened, something else? This big??
But yeah, the team told me to just put it all out there because this was 

happening. And the event I was hosting was ‘just a part’ because it was 
going to happen, anyway. This is accessible in Human Consciousness 
now, for anyone to take on. And, they said, even better: every female 
who comes here now has this, this system. This is the new normal (they 
thought that was funny - to phrase it like that). 

Receiving freely, carefree and shamelessly

This is what I posted on the 6th:

A Massive Clearing will take place on 12-12 at 9 pm. In the process of Re-merging back 

into One-ness, Divine Female Energy is ready to receive free, carefree and shamelessly.

Divine Female Power of Sensuality - everything that has to do with enjoying and per-

ceiving the fysical body. Good food, good drinks, good sex, nice hot shower, outside 

in the sun with your bare feet in the grass, with a blanket on the couch and a cup of 

fragrant tea. Everything that feels good and brings pleasure.

Divine Female Power of Wisdom - which is Truth. The Truth In Full Light. Unveiled, 

masks off. Inflexible, true and therefore also loving. No sub-reality, no watering it 

down. That which is, is. That which is, fully allowed to be. 

For that which is hidden cannot be healed. And that which comes to light cannot be 

otherwise.

Divine Female Power of Creation - an unstoppable unfolding. Leaf after leaf like a 

flower, from the heart, ever-growing, ever-blooming. A Force of Nature. Expansion. 

Limitless and untamed and fearless.
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A Massive Clearing of what pushes these three ‘down’. A renewed unfolding of these 

three, like elongated leaves of a flower, like an elongated crown, in the womb area. 

And a grid, the threads of light coming out, throughout your system.

This is the next step in The New Era of Re-Merging back into One-ness. A true celebra-

tion. A Celebration of the Divine Female coming back into Power. We did it.

And if you want to be there, you can - completely free of charge. This really belongs to 

all of us. We have worked extremely hard for this in the past year.

Prolapsed Uterus
A very interesting piece of information was shown to me by my team in 
the days before the event itself. I had been aware of a prolapse - or threat 
thereof - ever since I gave birth. And in doing research on that to see 
what can be done about it that isn’t invasive like surgery, I found that 50% 

of all women over 45 have this, in one degree or another. That blew my 
mind. Seriously, half of all women?? That’s just... incredible. But then they 
reminded me of something: a lot of kids need braces these days because 
- apparently - they don’t close their mouth properly. Your tongue is sup-
posed to be inside of your palate, the tip touching the back of your front 
teeth, and with the very slight pressure that gives all around on the inside 
of your teeth, your teeth sort of ‘grow around that’, around your tongue. 
But if that pressure is taken away, the palate grows narrow, teeth start to 
stick out and all sorts of problems 
occur. 

The team reminded me that the slight, ever present pressure, the pressing 

down that I had felt during the session and that I then realized was every-
where, all the time, caused the prolapses. 

They said, it’s a fysical plane manifestation of the energetic situation within 
Human Consciousness Field where the Divine Female Powers are 
suppressed, pressing the uterus down.

Totally made sense to me

And then, to make it even more fitting, Esther wrote this:

The physical connection between pelvis and throat exists on several layers. After just 

15 days of embryo development, a first physical connection is established. On one 

side a membrane is formed where later the opening of the mouth is formed. On the 

other side a membrane with opening of the later urinary tract, reproductive organs 

and digestive system.
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There is also a clear connective tissue line from your jaw to your pelvis. Connective 

tissue is also called fascia, and it runs through our entire body as a network. There is 

also a craniosacral connection through your spine. Tension in your jaw also affects 

your sacrum in your pelvis. And tension in your pelvis can lead to pain and your throat 

area not functioning freely.

So, if you read this, you’ll find that with this tension on the womb, also 
comes tension on the ability to speak. To express your self freely. to speak 
your Divine Female Wisdom, which is Truth.

Fury and rage
In the days before 12-12 a lot of stuff came up for a lot of women. Mostly 
fury and rage, but all sorts of processes that had to do with this. It was 
quite obvious how everybody was preparing. All sorts of issues regarding 
this ‘having been pressed down’ but it all came down, basically, to mostly 
fury and rage.

Dominant expression of the Divine: male or female
It’s important to note that there is no Guilt, Shame or Judgment to be 
placed on all of this, whatsoever. We have alternate lives as men and women. 
So we have all been part of everything. The Divine Female dominantly 
expresses herself through ALL women and the Divine Male through ALL 
males and so, in the one life you are dominantly an expression of the one, 
and in the other of the other. And now we are in this Era of Re-Merging 
back into One-ness, you will more and more find the balance between the 
two, until you are an expression of both, merged, as one. This will be the 
Crystalline Body. 

And it may take some lifetimes yet to go there on this planet, and you will 
only do that should you wish to experience it.

You will see more and more expressions of this movement and the team 
told me a while ago: you have a gender-based society that will shift into 
a gender-neutral society that will shift into a gender-less society. For the 
Crystalline Body is a more direct expression of The Divine.

[The Nameless Light that rises from within is gender less - too. The Giant Arises will be a 

big step towards The Crystaline Body.]

Preparing with The Dreamers
Then, The Dreamers came together. We had set the date more than a 
year before - not kidding. The last day of The Dreamer Awakens we had 
dinner in a restaurant here in Breda and Petra decided we should set a 
date for a reunion, and so we did. It happened to be 12-12.

We went to the same place in the woods here, where so much had 
already happened. And we did what we do best: everybody did their own 
thing listening to their own inner guidance. Soon enough we were spread 
out around the lake, connected to each other through Skype and ear-
phones and this beautiful structure, the three leaves, it was born onto the 
planet, through a process guided by the team.
The whole structure is still there, suspended in air, gently spinning above 
the lake, in what I call Avalon. The Full Restoration of Divine female Power. It 
was glorious, and Divine, and at the same time we were so at ease with it. 
We smiled at each other afterwards, shrugged a bit and were like: yep. We 
did that. Then we went for coffee.
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A beautiful dance- one sole object
It was beautiful and magical and it didn’t take very long. Again, there were 
wonderful messages from the team about how all women all over the 
world had worked towards this - and they made it clear that this took 
many lifetimes. And so, all men had been working towards this, too, in the 
lifetimes they had been women. It’s a bit hard to explain but if you zoom 
out and you see all these women and all these men having their 
experiences in these lifes and thus making choices and so moving 
towards Re-Merging back into One-ness, alternately processing male 
issues and female issues, ever moving towards oneness, it all makes 
perfect sense. A beautiful dance. The Divine Male and Divine Female 
dancing, together. With the sole object of expanding the whole.

The Male Triangle - Divine Male Present
A few days before the event I was shown how a triangle was to be formed 
for this Restoring of Divine Female Powers to be born onto the planet. 
The Male, giving birth, to this. Extraordinary. Immediately I knew who to 
ask for this and these three carriers of a spark of Pure Divine Male within 
themselves were totally up for it. They really didn’t have to do all that 
much, it was their presence that was most important.

The team showed me that Presence was, in fact, the first Male Power that 
was being revealed as one of the three, to be fully restored on 12-12-2021.
So you might want to set that date :-) 
The other two were going to be revealed through Doug, but this one was 
needed now, for me to be able to ask these men to be present on 12-12-
2020. 

And just to remind you: this triangle, we’ve seen it all the time. Every single 

Diamond Code was born through triangles. The Frequency of One-ness 
was born through a triangle. During The Dreamer Awakens Saint Germain 
Lord Ashtar and Merlin formed a triangle to give us energy packages in 
our hearts, to be unlocked on 12-12-2019. A very important key, these 
triangles through which energies are born onto the planet.

For all the women now, and all the women to come
And so, it was done. Now this structure is a part of the Human 
Conscioussness Field, as an expression of how things are. And since 
things is, this is what shall be manifested, more and more, an unstoppable 
process. 

And now, Beings who come here, come here fully understanding and 
knowing this is so. And they wish to experience it, like so. 

A whole different sort of women will be, more and more 
and more, generation after generation.

And you can tap into this, you as a woman here - now. You can choose to 
restore these Full Powers of Wisdom - which is Truth, Creativity and 
Sensuality. Because it is accessible for all, where before it was not. And if 
that is your plan, you also planned to experience Earth both without and 
with this structure present and active and alive. Within you, as within 
Human Consciousness.
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The Day After

This is what I posted:

Beautiful sweet brave people, thank you for all the wonderful messages, your light and 

your love. So nice.

It was magical but also quite A LOT. And that can cause you to feel indeterminately 

indecisive in all three of your bodies. Physically, emotionally, and mentally, you can be 

a bit wobbly and restless.

Many people suffer from the so-called Energetic Hangover. Muscle pain, tired, feeling 

like the flu, dizzy, anything is possible.

And there are quite a few women who have a little blood loss or have a full-on period - 

I mean unplanned.

Know that everything that had to be done has happened. Everything you planned has 

unfolded. And everything that comes after this is part of your plan.

You do not need to know exactly how and what. You don’t have to feel a difference, 

make different choices or think differently. You don’t have to do anything. You have 

already done it. Just relax. Sit back and let your plan unfold.

Trust your self. Trust your team. Trust your plan. You’ve got this.

Let’s walk with clarity upon this earth

All quiet, done for the year - or so I thought
After this, it was quiet. I was done for the year, I was convinced of it. So 
much had happened, so much to encompass in my brain. I needed rest. 
I needed peace. I needed to just... be.

And I could, because my team had already at the start of the year nudged 
me to block the entire month of December, because ‘I would need it’, 
they had said. So I had. But... Because of Doug’s impromptu visit, some 
of my clients had been tremendously kind and allowed me to shift some 
appointments around to free up my calendar. So every now and then, 
I would have a session, in December. And then, on the 20th something 
happened, and my team let me know: this is for everyone. 

Regeneration of Self

This is what I posted about it:

I just had a wonderful Language of Light session with Birgit. Last night and this 

morning I kept thinking I should text her: is this effective for you now? There is so 

much going on, I do not believe that I will contribute much to your process at the 

moment, perhaps better to do the session at a different time? But my team kept 

telling me that the session had to go ahead. I was very curious. Once started, a short, 

enormously powerful choice arose, a Regeneration Of Self. And I knew right away, so 

this is why. To go into tomorrow, 21-12. And of course, today, because today is when 

you pack your bags and prepare your ticket along with your passport and your driver’s 

license, so to speak.
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This process was very short - just a couple fo minutes really, and it went 
like this: 

A portal to the Light was opened up above you, and it ‘dipped’ down, and 
for a fraction of a second you were totally Immersed into The Light, then 
Dissolved into The Light, then Rebuilt from The Light

Immersed - Dissolved - Rebuilt
And for me, this was maybe, of everything we did that year and all that 
happened, the single most important thing. I can’t explain it. But with this, 
it felt like ANYTHING became possible.

Before, when my team told me about going international, or showed me 
things about The Freedom To Fly (‘it’s going to be way, way bigger than 
you think Marieke’) I kind of knew they were right, but I could never quite 
feel it. It was there, but then it wasn’t, really. Now, after this... I looked 
down at my body and all I could see was light. And it hit me so hard that 
yes! Of course! All of this is possible now!

‘Everything has been erased’ they kept saying. That sentence, I kept hear-
ing it: ‘Everything has been erased’. I couldn’t wrap my head around it but 
I sure could feel the uncanny huge impact it had on my entire system. My 
entire existance, really.

And the timing was  as ever - perfect, for one day later, on the 21st of 
December, we were ready to go.

21-12-2020

[I have been given some information and will share that here. It’s from various sources 

and I won’t be able to find all of them for a footnote but if you copy and paste the text in a 

search engine you’re sure to find them]

Winter Solstice
Because first of all, the 21st of December is the Winter Solstice, with all it’s 
significance in itself. 

‘The Solstice is a time where the veil between dimensions is thin. It is also a time 

where we are more open and connected with the energies of the Earth.We are able 

to feel with greater ease that we are not just beings on this Earth, but beings of the 

Earth. The Solstice is also the start of a new season depending on where in the world 

you live, and a new season always brings a transition of energy. Saturnalia was a 

pagan festival celebrated on the December Solstice, and was meant to be reminiscent 

of the Golden Age- a time where there was peace on Earth and Saturn was our Sun.

The December Solstice was chosen for this day as it was said to signify a ‘return to the 

light.’ ‘

Total Solar Eclipse
And then there was, a few days before, a Total Eclipse

‘There is also a Total Solar Eclipse just before this on December 14, which also adds to 

the energy.  The Solar Eclipse opens a portal to a brand new beginning and the Great 

Conjunction a few days later will amplify this portal energy. The opening of this portal 

will allow streams of high frequency energies to reach the planet. ‘

Great Conjunction 
On top of that, the Great Conjunction, but on top of that, a special one:

The Great conjunction occurs every twenty years or so, and is when both Jupiter and 
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Saturn align at the same degree of the zodiac. The Great Conjunction represents a 

changing of an era, and a time where we shift our way of viewing the world. As our 

world view changes, so too does society and the way we choose to approach things. 

While the Great Conjunction happens every couple of decades, the 2020 alignment 

opens the door to an even bigger cycle.

For the last 200 years, Jupiter and Saturn have been aligning predominantly in earth 

signs, but this year, on December 21st, 2020, Jupiter and Saturn will align in the air 

sign of Aquarius.

The Great Conjunction happening in an air sign for the first time in 200 years repre-

sents an even bigger shift in our world view and the era we are about to embark upon.

Jupiter and Saturn will also be aligning at zero degrees of Aquarius, which is an extra 

significant degree of the zodiac. 

Zero represents infinite potential and holds the energy of limitless possibilities. 

We are not always able to see the Great Conjunction, but in 2020 both Jupiter and 

Saturn will be visible as one bright shining star. This will definitely be worth taking a 

look at! 

Note 

Many think this was the Star of Bethlehem, that was seen the day Jesus was born.

The Great Conjunction happening in Aquarius also further propels us into the energy 

of the Age of Aquarius.

The Age of Aquarius
Again, very significant. Remember when during the last session of the last 
diamond Codes Jesus was there? And he was done, sort of? His task, that 
started long ago, was completed? Well. That seems to be exactly right, in 
this light, don’t you think?

There is a lot of debate about when the Age of Aquarius begins or whether we are 

already in the Age of Aquarius.

I believe we are at a transition point where we are moving out of the Age of Pisces into 

the Age of Aquarius.

Note

Me too! because of what I just mentioned, about Jesus. And because This ‘new chap-

ter’ with The Azez and the Dragons, The Giant Arises, certainly feel like a new chapter.

The Great Conjunctions now switching to air signs will give us a focus towards the 

collective, and a more community-based approach. Humanitarian efforts will be im-

portant, and technology will be favoured. We will see more things created online than 

in the physical world. 

On an even deeper level, the Great Conjunction of 2020 could allow us to see that we 

are truly all connected.

 It will start to open our minds to higher levels of consciousness that understand that 

there is no separation between us.

The Great Conjunction in Aquarius can bring ideas of more community-based living, 

where we are all seen as equals, and where there is focus on everyone thriving rather 

than just a few individuals. 

While this is all beautiful energy and can help us to create a new world, we also have 

to be mindful of losing our sense of individuality, losing our own thoughts and beliefs 

in favour of what the masses think, and becoming more connected and overly reliant 

on technology.
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Note

Personally, I believe, from a slightly different position, this is all about Re-Merging back 

into One-ness, with your self, more than this understanding of One-ness with others, 

per se. 

Which then of course will become visible and manifested into our reality. As a result, 

not a goal in itself. Always the Personal Mission first.

And I also think that what is REALLY talked about is the gradual dissolving of 

Powerlessness and Power abuse, and Guilt, Shame and Judgment. And the moving out 

of Consensus and into your Self. 

Which is why I think The Freedom To Fly has become increasingly significant, and the 

team urged me to start both the course for Freedom To Fly Coach in 2020 and the 

International version in 2021 . Because it assists in that, and more and more people 

will feel the need for that. 

One last thing

After this for me HUGE shift with the Regeneration of Self I was ready 
for some air, water, sand and sun. I wasn’t the only one. So we went to 
Egmond aan Zee. , where I laughed more in a day than I had in 
months. And then I was given a small stone, a little Dragon’s Head. 
More is to come! It said. And at the same time I felt that the little stone 
I had gotten there last year - For The Love of Humanity, had to be 
given back. So I swung it in the North Sea. I was happy. Something had 
ended. Something began.
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And the little Dragon’s Head fit perfectly in The Mother Stone. Just like my 
Azeztulite. I kind of missed her, but she was exactly where she needed to 
be. The power generating from this cluster of stones was so very tangible. 
It was funny, made me laugh. They were working so hard, so diligently, 
filling my home with so much light, processing so much information!

The Full Restoration of Divine Male Powers
Then, even more was about to happen. Because we had one last job to 
do. one last thing in 2020, right at the end of it.

This is what I wrote about it:

I knew it. One last step, one last piece of the puzzle, one last thing to do before we 

enter the new year.

Yesterday at the end of the day I felt it coming. Pain in my tailbone, lower back, my 

head. Yuk. Not again, I thought. Guys come on. Enough this year.

I went to sleep early, did some stretching beforehand, moved a bit, and heard the 

storm around me. Yes, I thought. Storm. Something brewing. At one point I woke up. 

In my lower back, my spine, my pelvis, I saw one big energy ball. I wanted to ground it 

and while I was at it, my team intervened. No no, Marieke, you need this to build with. 

Huh? Build with. Of course. I fell asleep again and woke up again, started trying to 

ground myself again. Let the enormous build-up of energy drain off out of my system, 

get rid of it, because another huge headache, I didn’t feel like it.

They intervened again. Said the same. So sweet and patient, so tenacious at the same 

time. You need this to build with. So I woke up a little bit more, trying to understand. I 

felt the enormous amount of 

energy in my pelvis, like a ball in a bowl. I asked, Do you mean my Future? My Reality? 

Yes! I started to focus on where I wanted to go. Thought back to the future that Doug 

and I had dreamed of in South Limburg. I thought of the Azez and of Dragons, of my 

children, happy and in their strength. And I started sending the energy that way. The 

pressure eased, I was encouraged.

I am giving birth to the future, crossed my mind. What a relief. I fell asleep again while I 

was doing it, and in the morning I left a message for Doug.

It had all been so been confusing and stormy. I didn’t quite get it yet. Had sleep-

walked too. I told him how I had nestled my Azeztulite in the Mother Stone / Anchor-

stone and was not allowed to take her out again. How I had added the dragon stone 

that I had found on the beach in Egmond, how it clicked into place like a puzzle piece, 

and how they had turned ON, the three of them, like never before. How they had 

been working in front of my window for days, were doing all kinds of things and how it 

sometimes took my breath away. Doug was already asleep, and I recorded the whole 

story in a voice message.

And then suddenly I got texts from him. He saw exactly what had happened. He has 

written about Travelling and Reality and Downloads and Data. I kept writing too. Saw 

the Divine Male Powers being brought back next year. Fully restored. Written about 

its impact, how it affected both men and women, its importance. And more and more 

became clear for me. I realized, this ‘building’ my team was talking about, this was it.

And cheerily (really, that’s how it feels) my team agreed. One more then? I said. Yes, 

one more. On the day before New Years Day. 

Because the Divine Female Power of Creativity is going to ‘Create’ the 

Restoration of the Divine Male Powers. Give birth to them. No, not just for women. 

Both run through both men and women. From Divine 

Female Wisdom - which is Truth, and from Sensuality - The Celebration of Being in a 

Physical Body.
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So if you want to take this last step, consciously, I will see you on the 30th. With our 

team, mine and yours, which is one big team. Our New Years party. And please do in-

vite everyone of whom you think, no, know: they are also part of this. Men and women. 

Everyone.

12-12-2020 - Presence - Discovery - Vulnerability
This went very fast, too. It was weird, and intense, too. during a Mini- Light 
Side Update in about 20 minutes it was done. The ones that were 
supposed to be there, were. And again, strange as it felt, at the same time 
it was completely normal and natural. Oh, and by the way, it was a Full 
Moon. Again.

The information had, like they had said, come through Doug. And in hind-
sight - again - oh so very logical. Presence, to the Female Power of Sensuality. 
Vulnerability, to the Female Power of Wisdom, which is Truth. Discovery, 
to the Female Power of Creativity. 

The Full Restoration of Divine Male Powers was born. And they said: this 
WILL happen. There is no going back.

When I woke up on the 31st, I didn’t feel very good. I was feeling under 
attack, something was up, I felt vulnerable. The team said not to worry, 
of course. I mostly just rested, didn’t feel very much up to anything. And 
while my kids went and did New Years Eve stuff I just wanted to be alone. 
I waited up for Doug and when I spoke to him, late in the evening, and for 
the first time that day I was able to relax. I told him it felt like I was ‘in 
hiding’. That’s all that came to mind, all the time. I was making myself very, 

very small, because I was in hiding. I had to be. I wasn’t scared, but I knew 
I had to be in hiding. Finally, while he wrapped his energies around me, 
I could feel my system relax. Finally, I could sleep, with him holding my 
energies safe. 

The next day or so I got a text from The Crystal World. Doug had bought 
me a crystal. He said later, he immediately knew it was ‘The One’, when he 
saw it. It was going to be some sort of ‘extension’ of him, for me, for when 
stuff like last night happened. He wanted me to be safe, held safe, kept safe. 

And then, they started talking to me

The Black Dragon Tribe
They told me that this crystal was a vehicle for them, to be able to come to 
me. Of course, through Doug. They told me about how The Black Dragon 
Tribe had been ‘baking their bodies here on Earth’ into the Himalayan 
Mountains when Earth was formed, so they could wake up when the time 
had come. For them to direct their awareness and consciousness into 
this realm, Earth Plane Reality. They came from all over the place. Multi 
Dimensional beings that they were. And the time was now, they said. The 
time had come, for with this birthing of the Full Restoration of the Divine 
Male Power a great rage had been unleashed.

A great resistance of this restoration would naturally take place and so 
we, all others, had to be protected. To be safe. Held safe. Kept safe.

They said not to worry. Because this was anticipated. They had been 
called to do this for otherwise the twisted Male, ‘forced’ to come back to 
it’s untwisted form, back into Full Power, would in it’s resisting and 
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lashing out, destroy us all. And they had taken on this task for they were 
very much loving humanity and were a big part of Re-Merging back into 
One-ness. Just like their brothers of The Dragon Wave, some of which 
were Black Dragons, too. But this, this specific task, it was their honour, 
they said. 

The way to keep us safe was twofold: first, they dragged out anything that 
would still resonate with all this twisted male, inside of us ourself. They 
were very logical about it. When it’s gone, it can’t resonate with what’s 
going on outside so it can’t hurt you.

And secondly, they have given extensive information of letting go of all the 
stories. Because the Divine Female Power of Creation is very well suited to 
keep you in love, in freedom and in power, and thus, safe.

So they have been stimulating and working and helping towards these 
two ways, as I’m sure you have all felt.

This is what they told me, to tell you - more in The Light Side Update of January 25th 2021:

The Black Dragon Tribe of the Himalayan Mountains is waking up. Here to protect that 

which has come into light and create space for that which will come into light.

...

A constant flow of information has started. And it may be more difficult than you think. 

But it may also be difficult in a different way than you think.

...

Because what are you willing to do? Do you want Ease and Grace, or do you want to 

be right? Do you want chaos, escalation, confrontation? You see! I told you so! Now 

you MUST see that I was right! Or do you want a gradual shift into something else? 

Something new. Something that always was and always will be. Something you 

dreamed of all along.

...

Could you receive it?

...

What if your desire for recognition and appreciation and being right cannot be had at 

the same time, with your choice for where you want to go?

What if everything were different tomorrow? Different for you? Could you do it? Can 

you receive? Or would you keep repeating what was before?

...

The frenzy that comes with that. The frustration of this choice. The tension that this 

produces. The confrontation within yourself. All this visible in Reality, in every way 

possible.

...

You. You are a Powerful Reality Creator. And you are at a point where you realize that. 

Oh, these months aren’t going to be easy. But maybe in a different way than you think. 

Maybe, because in the end you are the only one who can choose. Can let go. Can 

focus. Can move forward. To what you always wanted. That what you always dreamed. 

A new world, for you.

...

The next phase is a journey within. A discovery of true intentions, true desires and 

true choices. It’s a determined choosing for the true self. A generous letting go of that 

which doesn’t serve. In any way. No matter what. No matter how it may have served 

before.

...

The Black Dragon Tribe and all of us invite you into the new phase. To stop choosing 

fear, of any kind. To cease repeating nightmare scenarios, because in the repeating, 

movement and shifting is held back. We invite you to relax the resisting of change. And 

trust that all will be well.
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We invite you to understand this, and remember. After the Unveiling of Truth comes 

the Choosing of a New Reality (Hope). And with that comes a total abandonment of 

That Which Was. So it won’t Be or Have Been. Thus is the Power of the Reality Creator.

...

Move into Safety / Trust

Move into Power

Move into Freedom

Move into Love

...

Move forward. Let go. Move forward. Let go.

...

This is the Song of The Black Dragon Tribe. Determined. Unwavering. Expanding. 

Unstoppable. For all is now and all will be now.

Which brings us here, really. Where we are now. 

You Remembering You

My team said, do this: Three webinars with the main themes for this year, 
the next step. This is what we need, to be put out there, to be planted into 
Human Consciousness. Do them for free. For the more people who hear 
this, the better. At the same time don’t worry. It’ll be enough. Enough will 
anchor this in.

The Language of Light
This webinar made a few things clear about the Language of Light. It first 
of all spoke of how yes, many many people are remembering their 

Language of Light. And many many more will come. This has been a direct 
result of The Diamond Codes being brought in and integrated. You must 
have seen that in the year 2020 there was an explosion of posts and texts 
about this subject. The participants of The Diamond Codes have started 
to or fully remembered theirs during the Diamond Codes process. And if 
you do or will, it has always been your plan. It is yours.

Secondly it explained how there is a certain distinction between Light 
Languages, which are, you could say, very much like other languages only 
spoken from the heart, spoken from light, And The Language of Light, 
which comes from The Nameless Light within. I have never before known 
about this distinction but many people have told me that they somehow 
totally ‘get’ what it means. I do too. And it is totally possible for people to 
speak both The Language of Light and different Light Languages. 

The team said:

And there are those who use the sounds and tongues of different places in your 

universe.

The Language of Light is The Nameless Light, spoken. And it creates, 
shapes, reality. It reshuffles the very particles of creation. I now at least 
know why my Language of Light is so powerful and so effective, because it 
has always been The Language of Light.

And thirdly, it explained that no one can teach you to remember. Only 
you, ourself can. Your unveiling of yourself is what will result in you, 
remembering. It is not someone else’s to teach. It is a sacred birthright.
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The team said:

When you speak your Language of Light you use your connection with your Divine 

Nature. And it is through the Heart Connection with your Divine Nature that you 

remember. This is why no one can teach you.

It is a process of remembering.

And that means for you as a human being, a process of unveiling the Truth of you, un-

veiling who you truly are. And with everything that has happened in the last year, this 

has happened on a grand scale - more grand than ever before. And this is the reason 

so many are remembering their Language of Light. There are many accent and many 

possibilities. It may sound different yet look the same.

And before, The Azez have said: it is time for The Nameless Light to Rise 
from Within. This sounded very important, then. And I strongly feel that 
The Language of Light has a very important role to play in Re-Merging 
back into One-ness. It feels like...

When The Giant Arises, when The Nameless Light rises from Within, The 
Language of Light is automatically spoken.

Working with your team
More and more people will more and more remember who they are and 
with that, comes remembering they are not here alone. I talked about 
three things. First, I talked about how magic comes to be. Which is, actually, 
you allowing your team to work for you. You being able to receive every-
thing they have to offer. Never giving your power away - they won’t accept, 

anyway - but you as an equal receiving information, allowing things to be 
brought to you, allowing to let things be aligned, allowing you to receive, 
allow your team to work with you. And the more you allow, the more they 
can do.

I talked bout how this ‘working together’ can expand, by your own choices. 
By counting on them, openly talking about them, by claiming space for 
them in your reality you GIVE them space, to move. For you. You give 
them quite literally elbow room. The more they have it, the more they are 
‘on the planet’. the more they can manifest, line up, bring and give.

And I talked about how here, too, Self Love is the Key of all Keys.

Then they gave a message:

We are all

One

with you

You are one of us

We are together

We embarked on this journey on planet Earth

Together

We follow the plan we mad

Together

We grow and expand

together

We are you and

You are us

We love you

Always

We help you

Always

We see you

Always

We support you

Always

You are safe for we are here

Always
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Beyond all Stories
And the last webinar was about this subject The Black Dragon Tribe had 
lovingly directed our attention towards: the stories. And how, by repeating 
the stories, you are re-creating them, over and over.

It is the time to return to Self, to remember who YOU are. It is the time 
for YOUR story. The time for You remembering YOU. Now is the time to 
dream a new story. You are a Powerful Reality Creator, so use that power, 
use that knowledge. 

On the 25th I posted this, for he Light Side Update that would come in the evening:

They already said it: This is The Time of the Dreamer. And they had already asked: can 

you let go of everything? All the stories, all the truths, all the facts and opinions and all 

that was true for you? 

 

Creating that new world may look different than you thought. And you may be ex-

pected to do something different than you thought

 

To hold on to stories, wherever they come from, is to recreate the stories. And eve-

rything, absolutely everything, on earth, is a story. You, the Powerful Reality Creator, 

may have no idea how powerful you are. Every story you tell. Any truth you accept. 

Any attempt to be saved outside of yourself. Any attempt to save another. Any way of 

giving your power away. You just have to do it, think, feel, and it is there for you. The 

Abundant Universe. It is ALL there for you

 

What now, then? What is happening now? 

 

Out of the illusion, into yourself. And then from your light, outwards. That is the next 

step. Making choices from your own light: That’s how I want it to feel. This is what I 

want to experience. That’s how I want it. That’s how I want it. Love, Freedom, Safety, 

Power. Happiness, Joy, good talks, good food, laughing, hugging. Sensuality, Truth, 

Creativity. Presence, Vulnerability, Discovery.

 

What if to shape your new world, you have to let go of what it was like? You have to cut 

ties with every story told before? Do you dare? Can you do it? 

 

** The Diamond Codes, Now’s the Time to Live Them ** 

 

Belief

Belief in yourself as a Powerful Reality Creator, a spark of Divine Light, creating reali-

ties, always

 

Play

Everything, absolutely everything, for the Joy of it. Mistakes are okay, Failure is okay. 

Allowing the process to take place. Allowing your path to unfold

 

Truth

The whole total truth of you. Everything that became visible outside was also in you. 

The truth of your light and the truth of what was concealed. The veils themselves and 

the light beneath them. Everything.
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Hope

Creating a new world, a new reality, resonating with who you truly are, now. Making 

powerful choices that are aligned with you

 Forgiveness

Accepting all that is as part of your own inner growth, your process, your creation. Claiming 

your responsibility. And to forgive yourself and all others for it

 

This may be the hardest thing you ever ‘had to’ do, because it is letting go of everything 

you’ve been telling all along. But what comes in its place is everything you’ve always wanted

The Black Dragon Tribe spoke to me, for those present at the Light Side Update that night:

You have trained many lifetimes for this

And it is not for everyone

for not everyone

wished to experience this

To be like Gods on Earth

Fully awake and aware

[...]

It is time to let all the stories go

All story lines and all narratives and realize

All of your lifes are All stories

Told by your elders and told by your teachers and told by your religious leaders  and 

told by your society and told by your friends

And so on and so forth

And so you decide which stories to tell

And thus

You created

Your reality

And NOW

For the first time EVER

You stand upon this planet and you stand with The Diamond Codes interwoven in the 

fabrics of your reality, weaved through, like Threads of Light, available to you

And now you are free to tell the story of you

You Remembering You

This, this is so very important now. And I think we are all practicing. To not 
hook-on to whatever story comes our way. From whatever side. A total 
abandoning of anything outside of yourself. Experiencing the world truly 
from within. Expressing your self, undiluted.

And it’s hard and maybe not entirely coincidental that now, it’s elections 
coming up. And now, it’s Media shouting loudest. And now, it’s most 
difficult to not get distracted. From within. 

From where The Giant Arises.
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The Giant Arises

The team had told me: after the webinars. Partly for me, to give me some 
breathing room. Partly for the foundation that the webinars were laying. 
And then, it began. So far, I didn’t know the name, I didn’t know exactly. 
But on Sunday Diëlle and Corina were here. And we were talking. And I 
mentioned, it feels like, it feels like, there’s something with Giants. It’s like 
there are Giants here on Earth, and they are waking up, and really, it’s us! 
It’s all of us. Like, this group, a lot of us.

All three of us were sitting there speechless, tears in our eyes, goose 
bumps, smiling to each other. Okayyyy. That struck a chord, definitely. We 
were literally going: ‘oeoeoeoeoeoeoeoe!’ All three of us. I said, It’s like we 
have been growing towards this. 

And you know what’s really funny? Ever since a couple of years, some-
times - and I never mentioned this to any one, it just kind of was - I see 
myself walking Earth like a Giant. Like, walking Earth with my hands trailing 
through the tops of the trees, striding through the see, far in, the see 
barely halfway my calves. Walking through the desert, huge, being able to 
look all around me, everywhere. Walking though fields and over hills and 
just, being Giant. I don’t know. It was just always there for me. And always 
when I see this, I hear the phrase in my head: 

Let’s Walk with Clarity upon this Earth

And then it just sounds so... right. So home. So true.

On February 17th and 18th I had sessions with The Language of Light and 
in, in, in came the information. 

Self created Containment 
I saw how people here, some people, not all, were really way, way bigger 
than they had so far known. And yeah I know, isn’t that true for anyone? 
Yes. But this is different. See, there are people here on Earth who have 
created a sort of package around them, different from the Human Body. 

And this is what they showed me, and where everything is 
coming together.

Imagine that you would want to come to a place where the Full Range of 
Possibilities is not containing your Frequency. In other words: you can’t go 
there. It’s impossible. When the ‘highest border’ of this Full Range is below 
your Range, there’s no way to go in. To experience within that Range.

Unless.
Unless you figure out a loophole. And you create from light and love and 
pure consciousness, some sort of containment. Something that holds 
you. Like a wet suit, which makes it possible for you to go into the water, 
this containment makes it possible for you to go onto the Earth. And you 
can do your work, there. Be your Light. You can remember who you are, 
there. Slowly but surely. 

Harder
And it’s harder for you than for most. Because you have this ‘suit’, on top 
of everything else. You have this containment. You are, basically, operating 
lower than your own frequency. Below your own Full Range of Possibilities.
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You are more constricted than most, more painfully aware that this is not 
all there is, here on Earth, than most. You might miss home more than 
most. You might feel lonely more than most. You might, out of the sheer 
Light within you, feel pain and suffering more than most. And you might 
feel a little bit more bewildered about the separation into Male and 
Female, than most. You may have made this suit so, that you even feel 
more active resistance in remembering, than most. An irritation, an anger 
about it. Because you would have have to made this suit so, that you 
wouldn’t just pull it off like it was nothing. It would have had to be pretty 
solid to contain you.

For the Love of Humanity
You did this fully aware and awake and for The Love of Humanity, of 
course. And for the incredible adventure of it. And because there was 
never any doubt, never any insecurity, about one day being free, from the 
suit. But mostly, for The Love of Humanity.

Azez, incarnated
You knew what you were doing. And you knew, that in this glorious process 
of Re-Merging back into One-ness there would be a time when people 
were going to be needed who would carry The Nameless Light within. 
Who WERE The Nameless Light. Azez, incarnated.

Okay, that sounds... terrifying? Scary? Grandiose? A little bit like blasphemy 
even...? 

A gradual process
Well, I can tell you this. It has not been for nothing, that this process has 
been so gradually. And it hasn’t been for nothing, that it took the Lifting of 

the Full Range of Possibilities. And The Diamond Codes. And unveiling your-
self more and more, your whole life. And the new Era of Love, Freedom, 
Safety and Power with it’s Golden Core to be entered. And the Frequency 
of One-ness on the planet. And the Age of Aquarius. And the Restoration 
of Divine Female Powers. And and and.

Within this suit is baked the notion that you should not, could not possibly, 
absolutely impossibly could be... A Giant. It’s part of the confinement. Now 
if you don’t feel anything, except maybe a shrugging of the shoulders, 
then okay, fine. But with deep fear, hard resistance, rage, frustration, any-
thing powerful and intense, you might want to take another look. What is 
it? Where does it come from?

Not just Azez
A couple of days later, after this notion that kind of blew my own mind (I 
had to settle for a while to make some sense of it) the Team came by and 
pointed out to me: It’s not just Azez. The Giants are not just Azez. They 
specifically asked me to put that here in this ebook. Because, they said, 
it’s the bigger perspective. So I raised my eyes, up, and yes. I could see. 
There’s more than ‘just Azez’ that are Giant.

Jumping ahead
Remember that Lord Ashtar said it wasn’t supposed to happen like that, 
that Azez was pushed through me in three days instead of all the way 
until March? I thought then, that my body was being used to ground Azez 
into Earth, thus preventing that horrible scenario of the Timeline collapsing 
in on itself and disintegrating. But that wasn’t the case. They just ripped 
my suit off. And my body was aflame with it because it wasn’t really time 
yet. No gradual process, for the fysical body to get accustomed, but harsh
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and sudden. But, by this, it was already done, once, on the planet. 
And so it could be done, again.  

Timelines and Travel
You must have noticed that gradually, Timelines became more and more 
important in this entire story. This growing awareness and working with 
them are part of the progress within it. Timelines are important for The 
Giants. Because they master them. They walk between them. Jump them. 
Bend them together and skip over. And The Dragons will help remember. 
They know how to get to a point where all can be seen. In fact, Dragons 
and Giants are very, very dear friends. And they work together very, very 
well.

The True Mastery of Timelines is a very powerful process and tool. But 
more than that, it comes from a very broad view on Planet Earth and 
everything that is here. And most importantly: you can only get there, by 
taking full and total responsibility for all that is. It’s The Diamond Codes 
of Forgiveness, that will take you there. And so, this is such a very logical 
and natural next step, after the Fifth and last Codes. Forgiveness, in that 
particular sense I have described in this book.

Because to walk with Clarity upon this Earth, to Walk Like Gods on Earth, 
you have to take full responsibility. Do you see this? Do you see how by 
hiding, in a sense, behind a higher power, any higher power, by not claim-
ing all that you are, and that you ARE all, by not embracing your entire 
reality as yours, and thus claiming your own power as yours, you are 
rejecting the very core of the reality of Timelines and Travel. And that is: 
you always have a choice, and every experience is an Expansion of Self.

This also means to not turn away from anything in your reality. Because 
that would be to turn away from a part of you. And with that, there’s loss 
of power, see? This is, by no means, the same as enjoying everything you 
encounter or experience.

This is very hard to shift into. Because by giving up this last handhold on 
being ‘just’ a human being, ‘just’ small, ‘just one of many, ‘just following’, 
‘just’ anything really, comes tremendous responsibility and for some, that 
is just not the plan. And that is perfect in itself. But for some, they can feel 
it tingling inside of them. This knowing. That this is so. They always knew. 

And they will, through everything, regardless of everything, 
despite of everything, allow the Giant within them to Arise

Perspective
And they showed me something else. They showed me how most here 
first of all unveil themselves, and get to the core of themselves. Remem-
ber who they truly are. Become Free, for they ARE free. 

And then, there is never ending expansion. You will continue to discover 
you are more, and more, and more. Your perspective will get wider and 
wider and wider. It’s dizzying, when you dive into that. And beautiful. And 
amazing. And slightly scary. Because this ‘Arising’ simply doesn’t stop. 
You’ll unfold and unfold and unfold.
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This is what I posted, after the information started to flow, on the 18th of March:

Suddenly, it begins.

The Giant Arises.

Those that are born from The Nameless Light shall rise and Walk with Clarity Upon 

this Earth.

Spreading their love and Light

Fully incarnated, fully awake, fully aware

It has begun

You are many

You are strong

You will speak The Language of Light

You will transform and transmute back into light that which hid, that which veiled, that 

which was once keeping the dark

That which shackled

That which bound

That which kept small

You will arise

You will see

You will know

You will take your place amongst us

As it is written

As it is planned

As it is chosen by you

You have done your part

Now allow The Giant within you to Arise

And then, exactly ten days later, this:

Just a little while longer. 

To be precise: one more month

 

This morning, while showering, all kinds of things were going through my head, from 

what we discussed yesterday during day 2 of the Two-Day Training for the coaches. 

About frameworks and positions and stories. The webinar ‘Beyond all stories’ 

connected seamlessly, by the way, the entire series of Free Webinars 2021 connects 

seamlessly. On where we are now, what is going on, what is needed now. On what 

comes after The Diamond Codes and The Dragon Wave. My team can do some of it 

and what amazes me most is that I am still amazed about it, sometimes, how perfectly 

everything fits and falls together.

 

I realized how easily I could actually say a lot already. This waiting, for the information, 

ah. Actually, I already know

 

So I said to my team, is this new again? 

A new way of providing information? 

A little sneaky-slow-drop-by-drop instead of the bomb hits I always felt before? Is this 

the new way now that we are integrated? 

 

They had to laugh

You chose Ease and Grace, dear Marieke

We wouldn’t even try it any other way

We honour you and your wishes, we wouldn’t dream of disregarding your choice

For you are leading in this, as always

And we have reached a stage where we communicate, always. So now, we can. As was 

chosen
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 Haha okay. I also laughed because it is so true, really. So I said, okay, when do we 

start? And I played with some dates in my head, partly based on things that Nicole had 

told me from the Maya Calendar. Until I stopped and thought, no no no. Don’t think 

now. And I opened myself to my knowledge and heard: 

 

March 28

 

Funny how that goes. Bamm. 28th of March. No doubt, no compromise, no wondering 

if that’s right, just

 

March 28

 

After, during a Language of Light session this morning, I saw that today is also the 

28th. I quickly checked: is it correct? Weren’t we just talking about today? 

 

But no. This full moon [there was a full moon the day before] was still needed, just like 

the session with Jolien this morning. Click, click, click. Everything clicks in place

 

During the session with Jolien something very special happened: through her system 

an enormous amount of data was brought into the earth. Data on self-built structures, 

made to get here

 

Your greatness - contained

Your power - harnessed

Your knowledge and wisdom and abilities wrapped and wrapped and wrapped in 

layers, to be silenced, to be quieted, to be dormant

 

Until the time you chose to arise

Until you chose to Walk with Clarity upon this Earth

In all you are

 

Until now

 

This data spread from the centre of the earth throughout the earth and I saw 

channels and streams going in all directions. And I saw how the data streams ended 

up at places of power on earth. I had seen this before: during Working with Elohim, 

and The Dreamer Awakens, we had seen and used this construction, this grid, this 

‘machine’, actually, and finally activated it in 2019.

 

A grid through the earth

With anchor points spread over the earth

Connecting all these places together

A system with a clear goal 

Sending data, accessible to everyone

 

And now, the date

March 28

 

I will be posting more about this in the near future and at some point you can register 

to participate in The Giant Arises. It’s a Soul’s Choice, so don’t worry: if it resonates, it 

resonates. If not, then not. There is nothing to stop you if you have chosen this and it 

is part of your plan. And if not, you won’t be there for whatever reason

 

Just sit back and relax and allow things to unfold

 

Trust your plan

Trust your team

Trust your Self
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The Grebbeberg 
The very last thing I want to share with you before I get really practical is 
this walk I made on The Grebbeberg. I woke up and I knew immediately: 
more information would come. It’s just this very strong feeling, I know it 
well. Well enough to listen to it. I also knew I had to go outside. Trees. I 
wanted to walk amongst the trees. Then I heard ‘Grebbeberg’ in my head. 
But since I didn’t really look forward to visit and area with loads of charge 
(there was huge fighting with loads of casualties there during WW2) I 
stalled. Texted someone for tips, decided to go to The Veluwe, decided to 
go to Utrecht, then I heard, in the shower: ‘Grebbeberg’. Okayyyy. Grebbe-
berg it is, I thought. Apparently.

I went there and immediately felt I was in the right place. I walked. Had an 
audio book I loved. I followed this route, just because it was fun. And then 
I saw this small, brown stone. I walked past it, of course. I was pulled back. 
I looked again. Oh my. It didn’t look like much but OMG! So much power 
there! I grabbed it, nearly pulled my hand back before I reached it. It was 
so STRONG. And then I felt energy flowing, through my hand, in my arm. 
Yikes. I quickly checked with my team. All good. Perfect, even. this is why 
you’re here, they said.

With that small brown stone in my hand I walk on. And after a few minutes 
I pass this cemetery. It’s a Military cemetery and as I walk pass it, it hap-
pens. The hairs in my neck still stand up just telling you about it. Because 
I feel, but really, FEEL, the energy of Giants. And they are there. And they 
flow power through me. Trough that little stone, through me. And they tell 
me...

They came to Earth, fought for Freedom while they were at it and died for 
it and waited on Earth for this moment in space/time. Because they were 
going to help. Big time.

I have never felt that kind of energy before. And it’s definitely not spirits or 
ghosts or whatever. It’s literally energy, and somehow, because they came 
and fought and died, they can stay. Stayed. Waited. Timelessly, 
patiently, calmly. Powerfully, strongly present. Light. Huge.

I have no idea what they are going to do. But they will assist. I have no 
idea why this was the best way to do it. But I’m pretty confident that it’ll be 
exactly what we need. And this little brown stone is their anchor and it’s 
exactly where it needs to be, too. Right here with me. With my Azeztulite 
and my Diamond Buddy and my little Dragon’s Head.

And now, I am ready.

Are you ready, too?
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The Giant Arises - practical

Who is with us
This process is entirely guided by The Azez. The Dragons assist, as do the 
Giants of The Grebbeberg. The Black Dragon Tribe is with us, still, and 
will be for a long time. They don’t exactly attach to any one person as a 
rule. Mostly, they are everywhere and helping everyone. 

You will learn to work with all of them, and more: they are already telling 
me that the entire team will be involved, though not like we are used to. 
Maybe less visible, and maybe less noticeable. There’s a good reason for 
that: they are very, very busy elsewhere, working hard to line things up 
and prepare for the next phase, outside of earth. It seems to me not only 
Earth is going through a BIG shift. And we are all working simultaneously.

What will we do
We will each and everyone of us go through stages where we prepare and  
get ready to allow The Nameless Light to rise from within. The Self created 
confinement shall be dissolved back into Light (from which it is made). 
There are certain stages to this and I am confident that, as ever, that I will 
receive all the information needed for the sessions.

Furthermore we will focus on Timelines, as they are crucial for The 
Giants. The Dragons are very happy to help and work with us for this. We 
will gather your energy from all Timelines to work with you, here, now. The 
work we will do will be Multi-Dimensional in nature. There is plenty of 
opportunity to explore and visit, work there, both in the past as well as in 
the future, with The Nameless Light.

And we will focus on the restoration of the Divine Male Powers. Not FOR 
the Divine Male, but we will work WITH the Divine Male flow within our-
selves, whether you are dominantly male or female in this lifetime. It’ll be 
just, natural. It’ll come natural.

We will dissolve all connections with Servitude, for this has been a gener-
ally taken-on part of every Giant’s ‘suit’ as well.

We will connect to the grid that is running through Earth, connected to 
the Stargate at Rosslyn, and spread The Nameless Light throughout Earth 
in all her layers and dimensions.

We will ‘visit’ The Great Central Sun, our birthplace.

And you will ‘experience/meet’ your Cosmic Being Self, born from The 
Nameless Light and expressing itself in you, now.

I don’t know exactly how things will be. I really never do, not since 12-12-
2019. But I do know this: I have been prepared and trained and educated 
by The Azez for a good long while now and I will know exactly what to do 
when the time comes.

And much more that isn’t revealed yet
As I have explained, all this is new. But already, since I started to write this 
ebook, I have been given more information. Every day, the team works 
with me, and every day, they show me more, so I shift my perspective eve-
ry day now, to allow this bigger picture. I have received all the information 
for the first session - they gave me that for my own sake (Ease and Grace 
right??) and many little pieces of the rest. I’m sure it will all fall in place.
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And also
-  The material will remain available during the entire process
-  You will get any extra information that is needed for this process
-  You have room to practice and integrate during the process
-  There is support and a space to share, ask questions and
 keep in touch
-  You will receive a certificate as proof of participation

The Language of Light
Ah yes, this is a bit tricky: every single one of The Giants have used their 
Language of Light to close seals, locks, clasps and shackles as part of their 
‘suit’. And they can only be broken by your own Language of Light. you 
have been so, so smart in creating this suit of yours... 

So yeah, you will remember, if you don’t already, and you will allow it to 
flow, and you will use it. But you will be helped. During the sessions we 
will have to see what’s going on for who, and help accordingly. There are 
many similar structures, but some are unique and ask for a unique ap-
proach. This will be given, both by me, The Azez and maybe even others 
from he group, depending on formerly made agreements.

I do know this: with The Nameless Light rising from Within, 
The Language of Light will follow. They have told me 
numerous times now: this so.

That doesn’t mean it has to sound similar to what you’ve heard from 
others or me, for instance. Like the team said: It may sound different yet 
look the same. I also think that The Language of Light is very effectively 
spoken without sound. I have noticed myself that The Language of Light I 
speak now is way more silent than before, and much more quiet in dy-
namic, too. Yet far, far more powerful.

When you already speak The Language of Light
No one has to participate. Everyone is free to explore this in their own 
way. However, as far as The Giant Arises is concerned, this is a special 
project with very specific intent. It is a piece of a much grander whole. And 
in that sense, it is unique. 

The ones who will participate have been worked with for a while now. 
Most of them have had at the very least thoughts about The Language 
of Light for a while now. Most of them have asked themselves questions, 
wondered about it, or worked with and practiced with it. And so, now, this 
is a Soul’s Choice once again. 

Was it your plan, to participate in this specific project? 

If not, then that is fine, too. If yes, you will know. Your team will tell you, 
inspire you or otherwise prompt you. 

Yet there is, as ever, free choice on planet earth.

What can you do with The Language of Light
The Language of Light can - apart from the objective of this project, be 
used for many things in many ways. There is great healing, transformation 
and freeing in it. We know that it is hard to fathom and harder to imagine 
the depths it will bring this to your life. It is something that will become 
more and more clear as you progress. You all will find your unique uses, 
both practical and in a much more spiritually advanced manner. Both for 
yourself as for the people you love and for clients as well as for Humanity.

However, and and this is important, that all is by far not as important as 
the Giant that will Rise from within, and the power you will have with that, 
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both for your self as for Earth and life on planet Earth and all that entails - 
for that is the main reason you have chosen to do this.

The impact this will have
Here’s another addition my team specifically came to tell me about: the 
huge impact this will have on yourself and on the reality that you perceive. 

They keep showing me how, from the ‘height’, as it were, from The Giant’s 
point of view, the world simply looks different. The overview is different. 
The entireness of it is different. Not, by any means, detached, not at all. 
There will be an all encompassing love to it, such joy and peace. The big-
ger picture, that brings understanding and acceptance and compassion. 

What is given, your perception of it and your response to it
And from that position, you will absolutely impact both what your reality 
shows you, as your perception of your reality, as your response to your 
reality. And that will make a totally different experience. Because what 
your reality gives you, your perception of it and your response to it is what 
MAKES your experience. This is how it is, always. And all you have to do is 
reflect back onto your life to know, that this is so.

What can I use with my clients
All the experiences you have, you can take to your clients. You can - from 
your own experiences and everything you learn - work on a different, 
deeper, more profound level with those that come to you for their own 
revealing, in any way they seek it. 

Also, you can work with the beings that you meet, to assist you in your 
work with your clients. 

And you will have access to the Light that comes from within, no longer 
contained, in any way, for you to work with, heal with, shape reality for 
your client with - as far as it is fitting for their plan too, of course.

The sessions
There will be six sessions of 1,5 hrs each. There will be three shortly one 
after the other, and then a two-week break, and then three more. We will 
need two weeks to integrate the first three, before we are able to move 
on. They tell me it’s going to be okay, not too hard and not too much pres-
sure. They don’t want us to be overwhelmed and bewildered by what 
happens so they will dose it well. It’s going to be fun, mostly, they say, 
because ‘you guys have done all the hard work already’. (Okay, I do trust 
the team but I have to say, sometimes they think we breeze right through 
things. We’ll see ;-)

Whatever happens, there will be A LOT of help. Again, The Black Dragon 
Tribe and The Azez and The Dragons, and members of your own team 
too. 

Also, they want you to know that for those who have chosen this, they 
have been with you for a while now. You must have noticed.

Session Dates
* Sunday March 28th
* Friday April 2nd
* Wednesday April 7th
* Tuesday April 20th
* Sunday April 25th
* Friday April 30th
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What time and how long
Each session is in the evening from 8.00 pm to maximum 9.30 pm. I don’t 
really like working in the evenings, but my team has explained that this is 
the best option because after that, during sleep, a lot can be integrated 
and they can continue to work with you. There is an optional extension of 
up to 10 pm for those who want to ask questions or need extra support.

Zoom
The sessions will be on Zoom. With The Diamond Codes we found that 
things went surprisingly well and with all the new features due to a giant 
leap in online teachings this is an excellent option for a larger group.

Testing
Everything will be extensively explained and tested beforehand, on your 
end and on mine,  and I will make sure there will be no stress to muddy 
the waters.

What do I need to participate
A device, internet and email
First of all, you’ll need access to a computer, laptop, smartphone or tablet. 
Either you can have one your self, or you could join someone who is doing 
this and you can do it together.

You will need a solid internet connection. That is, if you are joining Live. 
You can also opt to watch/listen to the session afterwards: every session 
is fully recorded and the link is sent the next morning or right after. This 
way, there is absolutely no problem for you to miss a session. We have 

found with The Diamond Codes that people fully resonated with every-
thing that happened, if they chose to do so. If that is too intense for you, 
you don’t have to. We will arrange all of that before the first session.  

A lot of people listened twice: once live, and once afterwards, by them self, 
in all peace and quiet. This seemed to be a very effective and beautiful 
way to do it.

Azeztulite and Labradorite 
You don’t have to buy a crystal specially for this, but if you feel you might 
want to, please follow your heart! The Dragons are very much in tune with 
Labradorite now, they have chosen this as the crystal to anchor them for 
this. And Azeztulite will greatly help you, I can’t deny that. But I don’t want 
to impose unnecessary additional costs. And you may have a very strong 
connection to a Crystal Being already with you. Your journey begins here: 
choose a crystal to help you, support you and that even is here for this 
very reason. You’ll feel it. 

Also, I have The Motherstone/Anchorstone. And the crystal that anchors 
dragon. Any crystal can receive their ‘broadcasting’, so to speak. Again, 
feel. You’ll know.

Should you want to get a crystal just for this, The Crystal World (De Kristallen 
Wereld) in Breda, run by Jan and Mirjam, has the most amazing crystals 
and they are very welcoming and helpful. All my Crystal Buddies found me 
there. They will help you find yours. 
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This is what it costs
666,00 euro, VAT free

I offer this program tax-free because it is a course and I am CRKBO 
registered.

You can choose to pay all in one or in two instalments (there will be an 
additional €55,00 due to administrative costs). 

Do you already have a current payment arrangement for another course? 
More about that on the next page.

Why would I do this

Because it’s calling out to you. Because deep inside you know it’s for you. 
You and your team wrote it into your plan and you are ready for it. 
Because you’ve been feeling this coming for a while now. Because you’ve 
waited long enough. Because you just know it’s your Soul’s Choice. 
Because you are part of Re-Merging back into One-ness, always have 
been. 

Because well, all reasons aside, because you are Giant. 
And you wish to be free.

Help along the way
Study Buddies - for support and practicing
Even though this is going to be - as ever - a very individual process, I also 
know by experience that for some it will be very nice to have a buddy to 
talk to. So there will be space to make arrangements should you want this.

Just remember to keep yourself clear and not entangle - during the ses-
sions we will address that regularly.

Facebook group
There will be a The Giant Arises closed and private Facebook group. This 
has been proven to be an immensely valuable addition to the sessions 
and the sharing of ideas, thoughts, experiences, Language of Light, funny 
moments, heartbreaking moments and news about things happening 
‘on the outside’ regarding this has been heartwarming with The Diamond 
Codes, so if you can, joining won’t disappoint you. 

When can I register
As of now. Send me an email with ‘Subscribe The Giant Arises’ as subject. 
You will then be subscribed to the list and receive all the additional 
information you need to participate, pay and join the FB group. There is 
no limit to the amount of participants. There is no lack in this. There are 
only those, who have chosen this, now.

Can I speak to you in person before I decide
Given the webinars and this mega-extensive ebook I honestly don’t know 
if that is useful. Plus, I don’t know what additional information I can give. 
So if you send me an email with your question as briefly as possible, we 
will see if it is really necessary. I hope you understand that.
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All else

For participants in other programs
Is there anything else you are participating in? Then we can talk about 
how we are going to approach that, if that’s necessary. You won’t be faced 
with double payments.

Terms and Conditions
My Terms and Conditions apply to this process, you can find them here:
https://mariekezwinkels.com/algemene-voorwaarden

In addition, your own absence from the Zoom Meetings can not be deducted 

from the total price. But if one of our agreed sessions cannot take place 

because of me, I will of course provide an alternative!

And here you will find my Privacy Statement
https://mariekezwinkels.com/privacy-verklaring

In addition, you must take into account each other’s Privacy wishes. Be careful 

with tagging and sharing via Social Media if you’re not sure the other person is 

okay with that. During the first meeting, we identify how everyone feels about it 

and the agreements made are honoured by all.

What if I don’t want to participate after all?
Normally you have a legal reflection period of two weeks. But that is not 
possible now. So make very sure, to only sign up if you just know this is 
for you. And remember: often after such a decision, everything in you that 
prefers to keep the old way will revolt.

Urgent questions
Not to worry! Watch the webinars, read the ebook, and if you can’t find 
your answer email me, or best option if you’re participating: ask your 
question in The Facebook group.

PS

Psssst, about 666
Everything seems to be about sixes this time. I hear and see them all the 
time. And they tell me 6 sessions, 666, euros, something with the number 
6 participants. And when I look, I only come across info that doesn’t 
resonate. So I say to my team, hey, what’s going on? Please explain? 

And then I see this:

Since the Mayans, 666 took on many masks, including the one of the Lord and the one 

of the Devil. The reason is that the number itself reminds of a spiral which absorbs 

and contains the new sources of information. 

In angel numerology, 666 means that a body is getting filled with the knowledge, and 

after that, this body changes on subconscious levels.

This number is a reminder that you can be more than you already are. You are a 

spiritual being with infinite possibilities. There are no limits for your imagination, 

creativity, and power.
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Aha, I thought. So this.

But then, laughing, the Team came by. And they said, there’s three and 
then there’s three. Pointing out the sessions. Chills. Remember? How 
EVERYTHING in The Diamond Codes, but also before that, was three? And 
how when all the way back in 2017 they said: We come in threes? 
Remember this?

Number 3 symbolizes the principle of ‘growth’ and signifies that there is a synthesis 

present – that imagination and an outpouring of energy is in action. Number 3 

represents the principle of increase, expansion, growth and abundance on the 

physical, emotional, mental, financial and spiritual levels. Number 3 also resonates 

with the Ascended Masters (great spiritual teachers who once walked upon the Earth, 

as well as various religions’ deities.)  Number 3 = the ‘Jesus connection’.  

So I’m guessing we will see a lot of threes and sixes for the time to come. 
And maybe you already have been noticing - I know I have.

Your greatness - contained

Your power - harnessed

Your knowledge and wisdom and abilities wrapped and wrapped and 
wrapped in layers, to be silent, to be quieted, to be dormant

Until the time you chose to Arise
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Let’s connect

Even if you don’t want to join me with The Giant Arises, I hope you 
enjoyed this ebook. Perhaps it raised a lot of questions for you, or it may 
have given you a lot of answers. Maybe it has awakened something inside 
of you and you want to know more. Maybe you have become curious, 
confused, or amazed.

Do you want to know more, do you want answers, do you want clarity? 
You can have it. I have loads of free stuff for you. From inspiration and 
insights to exercises and practical tools and everything in between. And 
more and more is added, all the time, on www.mariekezwinkels.com

• Check out Love and Light Podcast + TV + Blog
• Register your email for the first module of The Money Program - 

Safety and Trust
• Participate in Webinars 
• Find me on Facebook for posts on various topics, promotions and 

gifts

All this will help you to navigate earth-plane-reality like a boss. To be at the 
helm and sail your own unique course. Sometimes you just need to get 
the wind in your sails. And find your Freedom To Fly, the freedom to live 
your life as the Powerful Reality Creator that you really are. 

So enjoy, and let’s keep in touch. 
Loads of love,
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Let’s walk with clarity
upon this earth
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